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PREFACE

by.4

Edward E. Hales

A

President
Board of Regents

University of Wisconsin SyStem ;

ii

One of my interesting-duties as President of the

to bring greetings from the Board to important gather

would 'also like to eXpress our appreciatio'n to

and its staff for their assistance in making this: con

,

Board of Regents is

ngs such as this ,one.

The J4hnson Foundation

erence possible.

I do appreciate very' much the opportunity to meet and' talk with

dedicated people like you and to .learn a
.

little about what, is going on. in
.---.

your special fields. It'san excellent continuing tIon,progr for..,,
me.

""

My assignmeat tonight welcOMp you -to this Conference on .American.
.

Ethnic StudiesAp the University of Wisconsin Systtem'. I do' so, warmly and

,with vithusiasm,.. It's a, special' treat wheii I ,can- welcome- a statewide confer-

ence_lto my own home town. I wish you every success inyour meetings -here.
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understand it, you'rehereto answer a simple question that may

have sev a1 -complex: anSwershe,question is this

How n-our Universities carry. out their responsibilities to help all

students elooledgeable about the 6istory and motivation and'contObutions.

Of ethni9 groupOn tca?

' ; ,

Perhaps the question can be,cond@nsed:

How can we love our neighbors, if we don't try to understand them?

trulY.equcated person Should have, it seems to me, 'what we might

ca an ethnic awareness.

I knoW that we've made good, progress toward that goalwith your help

at this conference,'we'll make much n1 re.,

Again, a cordial welcome to you all!

f
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FORWARD

WELC6ME TO'WINGSPREAD

by

Henry Halsted

Vice President Program
The Johnson Foundation
Racine, Wisconsin

I want to welcome y to Wingspread, which is dediCated to complete

concentrati n on a topic interest, where people come together and concern

thems,Oves with topics thU are of interest to them as well as topics that
1 ,

are very muchlof interest to the'broader society in this country and around

the world.

Convening groups in this way, in such a place as this, provides an

opportunity to advance thinking and to solve problems and, .ultimately,

we think and believe, to contribute to improvements to society.

The topics, as you well know--cOming as, you do from higher education-

are legion. One never ceases to_be amazed, here 'at Wingspread, with the

peo'plewho g ve ofthemselves and /heir time to come here, often from'vev'y

ritr away, to meet artd talk- abOut the issues.

-xi

In recent weeks We've hosted



gatherings ,dealing with such topics a Support Systems for American

LFamllies,,AmertcanTamily Life, Jail Re rm, Mental :0th Services to

Victims of CriMe, Tertlinal Illness, and. Arms,Control-.-the latter in pre-
.

.

, .

paration for the United Nations' special session,on disarmament. Those

are jU a.few of- the topics disCussed in the pastjew weeks.

',Fts yo *now, there are many,.many, more topics of concern to us as-
- : /

Ll

individuals nd as a society. Your conference topic-- at least n reCollec:

tion of it--was prqposed to the Foundation very early-=-More than a year

ago--by, John Weaver, who was then a trustee of our Foundation.

As we-Weye sittingt dinner tonight and talking about ethnic differ-.
-

ences-aneethnic awareness, a number of things came to mind, not just in

this countrY,,but around the world,' Many of us have, (ithin the last days,-

'been witness to the telemision presentation of Holocaust, which certainly 4

dealt wit some ethnic differences and problem: I think back to so many

other,crjsis situations around he world that have their basis in ethnic

differences and controversies and are well-known and talked about by every-

one. But how manypeople', today,' think, back to the Partition of India-or

to--suppose we, call it the "genocide" in Burundi and that part of Africa?

Even today would it not be true that what's going on in Ethiopia is an

example of ethnic confrontations? So the topic "Ethnic Studies" hassome

very, very, challenging aspects within our own society, requiring some soul

searching, requiring academic honesty, Tuiring wisdom. One must cha'lenge
AA

one's ow ethnic awareness, if not global awarenpss,'to deal with this topic

0
and have some very fundamental queStions about'the purpose of universitie

about_the criteria ior acadeMic recognition, about resources,'about.prioritieS,

and about components of'What a university educated person should know nd

4
understand in contemporary society.
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Mr, Thurman has assured, me that the taTent.andWidOrkis! here' to do

a,great deal with tilts' tOptt. .You,h&Ve already made a commitment ,y bejn.g.
.

.

,here, and we at the Foundation are very.mindful of this kind of commitment

that ybu'ye made and. other make When they come'hpre to meetings. Thts,

itself, is a Sign of the priority tfiakLYOu.giye:to this.!issue and'to

the importance of the topic.

So, with a certain amount of anticipation, as' well as humility, we'
'

welcome you to this-.7what wP Tongider to be an extremely important-,-meeting.

,

.1 alert you in advance that we'll be taping the ;sesSioils. in. this room and

the tapes will be madeillavailable to.the sponsors of tilt's, meeti'4 for,thpir

use report, writing.

, .

Once-again I 411 to. you th&t Wingspread is totally yours *ile.you

are here to aSomplish your Conference We.on the staff, Kay Mauer

and, myself and .other Setaff,members,.are totally atiedr\disposal to help..

iou-in any way we can.to,achieVe the goals that haye brOught you here.

So 'I bring you that kidd of welcome and good wishes rem ourselves

and our Board of Thistees.
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INTRODUCTION

by

Y

AlfOnzo Thunan.

Chairmah
American Ethnic Studtes4
Coordinating ComnOttee

University of-Wisconsin System

'The past fifteen years have been marked with a sense of apprehension'

and unrest; dissension and conflictI7oVert and covert-have,loeen common

4"
features.' These tendenciq have been exacerbated by the unprecedented socieal

. 4

and.technol6gical changes in a period where there has been rising expecta-

-dons by many ofithe world's peoples; concomitantly the people are faced with
/

sharply dwindling resources:.

Widespread criticism is characteristic of our times. Institutions,'

particulaely, have rIel-t been s are0 from the attadks. Some groups wish to

radically change the institutions, while Others wish to innovate within, yet .

.

others wish.to
,

preserve the status quo. 1

-Those who we advocates of 'ethnic studies" have~ largely tended to
4

"innovate within" educational i ,istitutions to make them more considerate

3- J
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of the ethnic diversity of Americans. Although tht more Moderate "inno tive"'

approach (versus the ra,dical-reConstruction approach) has been prevalent,

ethnic studies advocate'have had a long struggle in establishing viable

/Thacademic curricula in they various ethnic studies areas. As Frederick
/

Douglass stated in 1849:

The,whole history of the progress of human liberty shows that
all COncessions;.yet made to her august claims, have been born
of earnest struggle. If there is no struggle, there is no progress:-
Those who profess to favor freedom, and yet depreciate agitation,,,
are men who want crops without plowing up,the ground. They want.

rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without
the awful rou,of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral
one;,or it mty be a physical one; or' it may be both moral and
physical; but it must be a struggle., Power concedes_pothing with-
out a demand. It never did, and it never. will. -FindAout just
what people will submit, to, and you have foundAut the exact
amount of injustice and wrong which will be impOSed upon their; and
these will continue till they are resisted with either words or -,

blows, or with both... The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the
7 endurance of those whOm they Oppress. Mery may not get all they

pay for in this world but thy must certa- ly payfor all they get.
If weever 'get free from all the oppressions and wrongs heaped
upon u" we must pay for their removal.

DevelOping and implementi4 etnic studies in today's college and

university curricula has been and continues to he a struggle; but as Douglass

't

says., "If there is n6.-"Stio , there is no progress."
.4111. I

The struggle and p'i'iress, however;-does not diminish the often heard.

question, "Why is there a need for ethnic_studies?" James Banks, in his key-

note address to the conferees, suc inCtWanswer'ed that question. He stated:

00-k-
.because of several factors'in American life at this point in

our history, 'ethnic' contributions to American life and society, ,
even though they have become universalized, should be aEknowl-

/

q
edged and labeled 'ethnic.' Too many Americans, includingiuniver-
sity professors and students tend to think only that whiolVis
Anglo-AMerican is American. They consequently deny the role that
other ethnic groups have played in the development WAmerican
society and civilization., a

The University of Wisco-min System recognizes this need and since 1974

has attempted to hamlet- out an efficacious Systemwide policy on ethnic studies.
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These Selected Proceedings grew out of the Wingspread Conference (Racine,

Wisconsin)- which addressed the struggle for survival', legitimization, and
110

institutionalization of American Ethnic Studies)in the UniveNsity of

Wisconsin System (UW System). The conference purpose was:

To bring together, at.Wingspread, members of the Board of Regents
of the University of Wisconsin System, administtators'and faculty
members of institutions of higher education in the states Wisconsin
statelegislatof-s, and resource persons Ito examine the functions,
problems and directions of American Ethnic Studies' in Wiscdnsin
higher education.

These Selected Proceedings represent a start toward developing a

sensitive,'cogent policy statement by which the UW System can operate -in

the emerging field of ethnic studies. It will be the responsibility of the

UW System American Ethnic Studies Coordinating and Advisory Committees, in

cooperation with the System faculty, to fully operational47e.an effort which

will afford students the opportunity to "acquire the kind of ethno-centric

and liberal education which will help them to interact sensitively and

intelligently with a wide variety of peoples and ethnic_groups in our

nation as well as within the world." (Banks)

Overview of the UW System's
Involvement in American Ethnic Studies

The UW System initially focused attention on American Ethnic Studies

'(AE.S) in 1974 when a TaskTorce was engaged to prepare a report to address

long-range planning coils and procedures for the System. The report was ,

reviewed by the Board of-Regents in November 1975. The report contained a

number of recommendations, including the concept of a minimum module of

courses in AES, the establishment of a position of System Coordinator of AES,

and the establishing of a standing committee. The Regents specifically ,

endorsed only the standing committee.



The'kaskrForce visu iized the le of the-standing committee asreyjew-

ing the progress in implementation of,recommendations of the Task Force,

making program development recommendations to Servitor Vice President Smith,

and serving as an advisory body to theSystem Coo dinator. This committee,.

called the "System Advisory Committee on Ethnic Studies," was appointed

shortly after e'November 1975 Re.gent meeting.

%ft.

/Late in 1975-the Wrban Corridor Consortium (UCC), which is comprised of

for UW institutions--Green Bay; Milwaukee, Oshkosh, and Parkside--was asked

to assume a leadership role. Envisioned in this move was the hiring of a

System Coordinator. A person was hired in this position on an interim basis

in early 1977. The-System Coordinator made a rep t in June 1977 and again

. recommended that a Coordinator be hired and that a udget be established for

hi'm or in a central office. The report visualized n advisory,board

which would have certain responSibilities for planning_ nd ProgramMing of

curricula. It alsd listed various activities that shouVd be undertaken

in the following priority: "(1) start a newsletter; (2) conduct a two day

workshop; (3) establish several research and deveJopment centers; (4) estab-

lish a''functional, structural' organization; and (5) develop 'clear and

understandabje responSibilites.'"

The Urban
0.

Corridor Consortium Steering Committee (consisting of the

four campuseACademic Vice Chacellors) undertook an analysis of the

System Coordinator's report and because of considerable concern for the lack

, 'of action, filed a request with Senior Vice' President Smith for responsi-

bility for American Ethnic Studies in the UW System./ The request was granted.

The Steering Committee appointed a Coordinating Committee" consist-

ing of one representative from each of the four UCC campuses and an



ex-officio member from Central AdMinistration. An Commitl

consisting of one repres'entative from each Of 'the four Yeiir institu ions

and One person representing. the. two y ar Center System, waS appOin d_to

.advise the Coordinating Committee.

The Coordinating Committee replaced and functions Tn the man er of the

proposed Sysiem Coordinator. The duties of the committee were O4tlined,.

as follows:

In. discharging this leadership function, the Urban Corridor
Consortium is to be sensitive to existing efforts and actfici-
ties within all UW System institutions. In addition, it -TS

to give attention.to unmet,needs identified by the recent!!

System Advisory CoMmittee on American Ethnic Studies.

Among major goals will be the development of a strong coMmuni-

cation hetWOrk among UV System Ethnic:Studies faculty'aml staff,
identification of special faculty and.program-strengths,;.and
inter=institutional coordination in the.more effective utili-
zation of. resoufce5 and cooperative propramming and activities.
'The generation of additional resources and suppori,throUgh-the
use of extramural funds and internal allocation of funds/will

also be a goal.

In November 1977 thq AES Coordinating Committee representatives

were called together and a chairman was selected. Initial activity, did,-

not get underway until January 1978. One of the primary items to be

addressed was the need for a System conference geared toward bringing

campus and System decision-makers (faculty and administrators) together

to discuss the future of American Ethnic Studies in
/
the UW System.

The Selected Proceedings is a result of the ideas and delibe tions

of the conferees. A hearty thank you is'extended to all participant who

made the conference an:inspiring, enlightening, and enjoyable experience.

Acknowledgements

,I am grateful to James A. Banks, who keynoted and served as a. sounding

board to the presentations and discussions. A special thank you'is alSo in
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order to Edward E. Hale6 , President of the UW System Board of Regents;

.

a

.-4101

Donald K. Smithtii6r Vice President of the UW System; Henry Dorman,
. )

State Senatoic; apd Richard Flintrop, State Assembly Representative. Their

--partictpationddedimmeasurably to the conference. A great deal of credit

is due the AES,Coordinating,Committee,George E. Carter (UW-La Crosse), and

Janet Wilson (UW-Elqjlaire), who served as. the Planni Committee. Werner

Pt:ange, the Urban Corridoptonsortium birector, was iriStrumen tn
.

aSSfstfng the Planning.COmmittee liaison efforts with-The John Foundation,
/

and, to him, we extend our gratitude.

As always, there are thbge who do so much behind the scenes and

rarely receive the credit they are due. Mary H. Fay and Sue Johnson served

. in many capacities duripg and after the, conference: Without their.trans-

crfbing of tapes,''typing,,aplediting, thi-S\work would n6t have been possible..

2,3

I extend a very, special thank you to The Johnson Foundation for

,providing their comfortable facilities and excellent meals and amenities

to the conferees. H nry Halsted, Vice President of Programs, and his

assistant, Kay Mauer,provided exceptional service for which I am extremely
0

y

grateful.

.14

Lastly, there are always those who assisted and encouraged the

COmmittee's effort . I extend my thanks to William Walters, UW-Milwaukee

Vice Chancellor and Chairman of the UCC 'Steering Committee, and Jerry

M.Anderson, UW- Oshkosh Vice ChaVllor, who encouraged and aided the

effort.

I am also grateful to the many others who made'this'effort possible,

Alfonzo Thurman, Chairman
American Ethnic Studies
Coordinating and Advisory Committees
June 15, 1978
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OPENING REMARKS
r

by

Donald K. Smith

Senior Vice President
University of Wisconsin. Sysi(em

I'd like to join President Hales in. expres'sing our appreciationAo

The Johnon Foundation foi their.h.ospitaliiir, to the Committee that put

this conference together, and also to the expression represented in his

room'for both the level of interest and the widespread nature of in( rest

across the System.

I'M tremendously encouraged by what I see and by the prospect t at

your deliberations in the next two days will mark a milestone in the clar-

ification of the conceptions of where our institutions severally will be

moving and how they might hyp one another 0 this direction of change.

There are undoUbtedly-a variety of good purposes to tre servkl by a

gathering such as this, and the purposes may be related to both goals to be
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achieved within t4e-Universityof Wisconsrin System and for the general

direction of higher education nationally.

But. let me take ,only-a few minutes. to suggest one perspective on

why we are here and give a little bit of the background on how some of the

things that have led 'up to this occasion,proceedediri the System and then

suggest one. or two of the-issuesittiat I-think you may be facing;Inyour

p
discusionsti

For some years', since. the outset of ,the merged System, the Regents-

.

abdtWinstitutions'have given very strong attention to the development

-of aspects of programming 'for-minority studend'in our universities. This

has taken the form of very he emphqsis on matters of recruitment, on

matters of support services, on tatters of.settfng goals fOr-the achieve

ment of academic success-Ad for the 'dispersion of opportunities through

.

the several disciplines of the universities, and on matters of assistance

which would make all of this. possible.

We've also 'given attention, of the institutions, to the pur-

poses we'veposes of affirmative action in employment. In both of these areas

had some modest successes and many disappointments, but, I think, no loss

of either zeal or intentions or belief that we can make further progress.

But from the very first there has always been an insistent question praised

about the posture, of higher education.

Recently, questions concerning the multiple and plural ethnic heritage

of America have been raised, and they are:, Are we simply to super-impose

'responses or are we to examine what we're .doing as universities? Are we

to .examine seriously the ordering, the Organization, the content, and'Ae

validity of our curricdium and ,the nature of the knowledge that we're

making available tojhe public, generally? This of course, carries us

2(
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.from questions that.are substantially adMin4strative in nature to questions

which go,to the heart of the faculty enterprise itself, in its primary

. respOnsibility.for the curricul.u0'

It seems.to me that universities perform many miions. One whichV

uniquely defines their servict to the public good is that of main.iiainingl

augmenting,'and securing the maximum level of valtdity fnr the knowledge-
,

Nase of humankind. To this end, the wisdom. - -or p41rceived wisdom--of past

scholarship must be'constantlY subjjected to 'reexamination, criticism, and

revitalization, This must take place as the result Of the search for'and

the acquisition of new information and as a result of the'developing of

new Ways of interpreting events--of lookingat them and seeing them from

2
.a, new perspective.

I thiWthe current interest we have national and -in Wisconsin in

AmeriCan'ethniC.studies is part of this proceSs, which is very much thy..'

heart of tvhat :universities are all about. In a sense, we're. still in. the .

formative period of discOverihg, that the fact of ethnicity hasprofoundly

it

: affected his ory. It has affected the nature of our social institutions

and the.value system or 'systems underlying our civilization. From the'

point of view of scholarship nd the wbliil._universities, this is an ex-
, .,

citina perspective. It means that we need. vigorous scholarly inquiry and

ac 'tive dialogue among people, such as those of you who will be galered

here, to correct deficiencies iri earlier scholarship and also tobuild
0 4

\,..the conceptual, definitional, and informational underpinningsfor.a new

dimension in the curriculum. Ife history of the developMent.of' other
'. ---. ,,,

scholarly areas of 'study is any indication, this work will go on for many

\\
years before we re ch anything approaching the kind of consensus as to the

-definition, scop , and bouods of something called American Ethnic Studies.

')



Of course, if it goes of4s- it should go on the.'minute we reach that kind

of consensus, it will be under attack and revision and still further develop-

ment, because it is thy nature of scholarshi-p to do this
A

But this is the gootlrk of, our unlvers,ities-Lthe work they should

be aboutr--the kind of work which can lead to an enlargement of the general

understanding of mankin'q concerning self, society, and the goals of our people.

,
S, believing that the universities have an obligation -to expand and

o

impr ve the knowledge resources of our society, faculty- and staff in many ''
.

1 -.5
,

f

df of ins ti tuti ons' percei ved that' this obl rati on cannot be ful ly discharged

unless we make vigorods efforts to, incorporate the perspective of ethnicity

into our Curricula and to iidUce our .curent disciplines, where appropriate,

)reexamine their own offerings a'nd scholarship in the light of this per

specti ve .

In 1974, in an effort to facilitate this Tle-Me t in the curriculum,

a University of Wisconsin 'System Task Force' ortrAmeri an Ethnic Studies was.

appointed. :.This Ta0 ForCe was asked to considei'4 such policy guestiOns

programsas whether or not course offerings and prOgrams in ethnic studies should

be encouraged in our isnstitutions; and if so, how could we best fissure the

devel9pment of a strong response in the p'resence of harsh 'fiscal constraints.- ,

We were in a peridd,, and have remained in a period, when total'4-esources

for instruction have been generally declining., This Task Force, chairlled

by -Dr. Nason -Hall of the University of Wisconsin=Milwaukee, rep(Tted in

May 1975. This report remains an important repository of information o

existing ethnic studies resources in the System and directions which could

be undertaken' in'the development of such studies. 1

On-recommendation of the report, one of the aspects was acted upon

1976 With the appointment of a System Advisory' Committee on Ethnic Studies I
,
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chaired by Dr. George Carter. of the University of Wisconsin -La Crosse, who
.

.%-fs
is here with us for this meeting. The' Committee was to, examine ways pf

iMpaMeilting diections charted in the earlier report: Tkis Committee p6-

sented an inter4m report and a final report.between 1976 and 197*and _gave

strong support to the'principle that there should be autonomous develop=

merit of appropriate attention to American ethnic studies in the curriculum .

ofeach of our universities: -They also addressed the need for continuing

a Systemwide support mechanism,for campus program plannerS' through appoint

ment of a SystervcoOrdinator.

In keeping-With System policy of basi1g its Systemwide support mechan-

isms for instruction and researchwithin.oneor more :of_ the institutions,

:
4'

wW-then moved to delegate to the Urban Corridor Consortium the functions

(''

Which the Carte - Committee had identified for a Systemwide coordinator,

The mailings you received in preparation fOr this-conference summarize

the a-Ctivities:of the, Consortium to kfate,.
,

I thf?Ik you have here'at Wingspread-'-including yOur speaker for his.

evening, Or: Banks--people who,have thought much more persistently and

thoroughly than I have about the issues which you will need to .,discuss and

whiCh can be most fruitfully discussed at this conference. However, in

the manner of administrators,'-let me ignore the greater wisdom of silence

and suggest some questions which'tnterest and concern

FirSt, I continually want to khow' .do our,institutiOns,

or severally, have the faculty and library resources needed ',toeS.:tablish

a reputable core of'course offerings which would make the perspective of

ethnicity available to all of our students?

Second, assuming that the answer to this will be mixed, how can we

best move to provide thesenesource87 Can we find ways of sharing expertise
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with'one another in a period when we're trying to make a major move forward

without substantial prospects for substantial increases in our university .,

budgets? Can we'apply some f the liMited funds aWilable for faculty de-

,

vaopment to extead and build o r res rcesZ Is that one of the ways we

ought to try to grow in, terms of reallocation of existing resources?

And third, we now have two undergraduate programs the System

offering a baccalaureate degree,either of-alch would fit Under the American

ethnic studies uwbrella. We_have a number of concentrations in-minors.

There is the well-establts,hed.Afro-American -Studies Program:at;the,UniVersity

of Wisconsin-Madisbn and the newer undergraduate prOgr.am in Ethnit Studies

at the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, which will graduate-its first

major this year These two patterns of organization present interesting

contrasts., Should we proceed to develop both of them in a contrastive

way at var'i'ous points in the System, or is there an Optimal direction of

change that we oughtto be. seeking within our institution? Will additional

specific or general degree programs be needed to properly serve students

and the needs of society? Or, should -our concentration now be on permittinti'

further maturation of the degree programs we have, w e cencentratihq. on

building the pre 'Of offeringsgenerallydistribute amor...'all'of our

institutions, to .giVe to all of our studentS-as Mr. Hai suggested--the

perspective of ethnic understanding as part of their -beral education?

I 'give you.!gOodWisheS in your deliberations.

it4
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The Assimilationist Ideal

The college curriculum within a society, like other institutions within

a social System, reflects its dominant ideologies, beliefs, and goals. His-

torically, the common school and university curricula in the United States
f;

have been dominated by the pervasive assimilationist forces in America

lard,e)y because the cultural assimilation of millions of immigrants and. in-

digenous racial groups was one of the major national goals. Social science

within the United States, which serves as the basic foundation of the school

and university curricula, hos also been assimilationist oriented since Ameri-

can social science began to mature. When established social scientists.

began to seriouslystudy race relit, ns in the:1940s and 1950s, notably
t.

Robert.E. Park and the "Chicago school," they predicted that total assimi-

lation would--and should--be the ultimate fate for ethnic groups in the

United States. Park described the cycle as competition, conflict, accomo-

dation, and assimilation,1

The assimilationist ideology*, called the "liberal expectancy" by

Milton M. Gordon,2 maintains that ethnicity and ethnic attachments are

fleeting and temporary within an fncreaiingly rr ernized world. Ethnicity,

argues the assimilationist, wanes'or disc ears under the impact of-modern-

ization and industrializatidn. The moderniz d state is universalistic

rather than characterized by ethnic allegiances and,attachments.

*I am using assimilationist ideology and pluraljst ideology as ideal
concepts in the Weberian sense. These ideologies may be conceptualized as
existing on a continuum and are useful in describing and classifying major
theories and movements related to ethnicity and,pluralism in the United
States. For a further discussion of these ideologies, see James A. Banks,
"Cultural Pluralism: Implications For Curriculum Reform," in Melvin M. Tumin
and Walter Plotch, eds., Pluralism in a Democratic Society (New'York:
Praeger, 1977), pp. 226-Z48.

o...1 0



argues the assimilationist, promotes' diV''i'sions, exhumes ethnic conflicts,

and leads to the Balkanization of society.3 Consequently, the best way

to promote the goals of American democracy is to promote the socialization

of all individuals and groups into the universal American culture.

.

Cultural Pluralism
,

r-

'Occasionally in the United States a few voices in the ilderness have .

championed "cultural pluralism" and argued that curricular a d educational

policies, as well as other public policies and institutions in America,

. .

should reflect, promote and respo ld to the unique cultural characteristics

4 -

of ethnic groups. Advocates of cultural pluralism view the ethnic group as

extremely important in the socialization of individuals.and groups within,

modernized societies.
4

The idea of cultural pluralism emerged in the 1920s when.nativists and

,patriotic groups were focusing widespread hostility on the masses of Southern

and Easern European immigrants that were entering the United States.5

Pluralist philosophers and writers, usually of immigrant descent, strongly

defended the immigrants alfd argued that their cultures could greatly enrich

civilization in the United States and that they had a right to maintain their

l-cultures in a dgocrtic society. Horace Kallen, who first used the concept

of cultural pluralism and eloquently articulated it, argued that a democracy

does not exist unless groups are-able to maintain their ethnic identities.6

Julius Drachsler, Kallen's contemporary, also defended cultural pluralism.

He maintained that "cultural democracy" should be a societal goal in the

United States just as political and economic diversity are goals.? Randolph

Bourne, a literary critic and essayist, championed "cultural pluralism" in

the Atlantic Monthty.
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Despite the passionate arguments: and efoqUence,of philoiophers and

writers like Kallen, Drachsler, and Bourne, their pleas, largely fell on
-

deaf ears. The nativists'experienced a partial victory in 1917, when, after

a long struggle, Congress enacted a law which required entering, immigrants

to pass a reading test. In, 1924, nativism triumphed in the United States.

A highly discriminatory-immigrant act severely restricted the number of

immigrants that could enter the United States from outhern, Central, and

Eas ern rn Europe and from Asian and African nations. Northern and Western

Europe were given generous quotas: This act closed a significant chapter.
;,.,

,

in American history and stopped massive'immigration to the United States.

The Immigration Act of 1924 marked a tremendous victory for the assimiTa-"

tionist forces in American life and dealt a death blow to the pluralist

ideology. The nation's schools and universities eagerly embraced and per-
,

petuated the assimilationist ideal.

The "New Pluralism"

In-the.1960s, Afro-Americans began a fight for their civil rights that

was unprecedented in their history. Other non-White ethnic groups, 02

were made acutely aware of their ethnic status by the Black revolt and

encouraged by what they perceived as the benefits gained by. Afro-Americans,

also began to make unprecedented, demands upon American civic and political

institutions. Ethnic minority groups began to seriously questibn-both,the

4societal the dominant assimilationist ideology in American society.

The assimilationiSt ideology and the practices associated with it were

strongly attacked by ethniC minority intellectuals., researchers, and

activists. Traditionally, most ethnic minority intellectuals and.social

activists had supported assimilations policies and societal integration and

,11
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regarded acculturation asa requisite for full societal participation. In the

1960s, minority writers and researchers in the United States attacked the

assimilationist ideology for several reasons. They saw it as a weapon of the

"op ressor" that was designed to destroy,their cultures and to justify damag-

1ing school and societal practices which victimized minority group students.

Many, minorities also lost faith in the assimilationist ideal because

they had become very disillusioned with what they perceived as its

filled promiSes. The rise of ethnic awareness and ethnic. pride also con-

tributed to the rejection of the assimilittionist'ideal by many ethnic
. F

minorities in the 1960s. Many minority spokespersons and writers searched

for an alternative ideology and endorsed some form of cultural pluralism.

Thus, an idea born at the turn of the century was refashioned to fit'the,

hopes, aspirations, and dreams of disillusioned ethnic peoples in the 1960s.

The reform movements initiated by the ethnic peoples of color caused

many white ethnic groups that had denied their ethnic cultures in the past

to proclaim ethnic pride and to push for educational and social reform

consistent with their interests and needs. This movement became known as

the "new pluralism."8

The Educational Response to the
Ethnic Revitalization Movements

In recent years, school, districts, colleges, and universities haVe

taken steps, largely in response to pressure from ethnic groups, to incor-

porate more information about ethnic groups into the curriculum and to make

educational environments more reflective of the ethnic diversity in American

life. Despite the reforms related to ethnicity which schools and univer-

sities have attempted to implement and the support which they have. received
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froM public and privat: .'encies, there are a number of unresolved questions

regarding the proper goals of eth c studies pr grams and ways to reform the

n2-

,

school and university curricula s theygi4 a curately reflect Ameri'ca's

ethnic realities. In addition, many of the reform efforts lack (ear goals',,,

-- objectives, and sound guidelines whiNeh eflect current research and learning

theorx. Perhaps most importantly, many lack components which will lead to

institutionalization of the reforms.

In'Search of a Rationale and Goals

We need to seriously question some of the widespread assumptions and

practices related to school and university ethnic studies programs and to

'formulate new goals for educational reform. The American school and univer-

sity curricula are still fargely,dominated by the assimilationist ideal.

Some of the ethnic studies programs which emerged in the 1960s were too

heavily undergirded bi extreme pluralist notipns and overemphasized ways in

which non-white minorities had been "oppressed" by Anglo-Saxon Americans.*

TOO often,these pluralist reforiTis were outside the core curriculuM and

consequently have not becoMe, by and large, institutionalized.

Neither the assimilationist nor the cultural pluralist ideology,, in

their ideal or pure forms, can effectively guide curriculum reform in a

democratic pluralistic nation that has a universal culture which is both

heavily influented by and shared by all ethnic grouPs. Programs based

primarily on assimilationist assumptions perpetuate misconceptions about

the_pature of American society and violate the ethnic identities of many

*Some of the earliest ethnic studies programs in the 1960s were highly
politicized and emphasized separatism., However, current ethnic studies
programs are increasingly characterized by academic rigor and goals that are
consistent with America's ethnic realities and ,democratic ideals.
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,students: Curricular practices which reflect an extreme.nbtion-of

Cultural pluralism also distort American, realities andgive-inadequate

attention to the universal American culture which strongly influences

the behavior of all AmeriCan citizens.

Ethnic studies programs in the -n tion's schools and universities

should reflect the ethnic and racia realities in Arne ri can society and

strengthen American AemOcratic institutions; ideals, and universal culture.

Ethnic studies should al'So increase individuals' options regarding ethnic

commitments and affiliations. I will attempt to describe the nature of

ethnic pluralism in AMerican society ,and derive a rationale a d gOals for

ethnic studies consistent w h my.analysis. I will then discuss ijoals and

characteristics of effective et njsc studies,curricula.

0 The Formation of American Culture

A number of-attempts have been made.by'social scientists to conceptu-
,

alize the pa ure of ethniepluralism )h American culture and society. Nine

of\thesefeempts have bee total' ,:tisfactory. Three major conceptualiza-

summarized by Gordon, are huj,,-coriformity, the melting pot, And°'

cultural pldralism.9'

Anglo-conformity suggests that ethnic groups gave up their cultural

attributes and acquired those of Anglo-Saxon Protestants. This concept

describes a type of unidirectional assimilation. The melting pot, long

embraced as an ideal in American spciety and culture, suggests that the

various ethnic culture's within America were,miXed and synthesized into a

new culture, different from any of the original ethnic cultures. Cultural

pluralism suggests, at least in itsomost extreme 'form, that the hation is

made up of various'ikthnic subsocieties, each of which has a set of largely,

0
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independent norms, jnstitutiohs, valuet, and beliefs. Writes Gordon:
0

.we may'say that the "Anglo-conformity" theory demanded the complete,
renunciation of the immigrant's ancestral culture in favor of the .

behavior and values of the Anglo-Saxon core group; the "melting pot"
idea-envisaged a biological merger-of the Anglo-Saxon peoples with
other immigrant groups and a blending of their respective cultures.
into a new indigenous American type; and 'cultural pluralism:' postu-
lated.the Rreservation of the communal life and significant portions
of the culture of the later immigrant groups within the context of
American citizenship and political and economic-integration into
American society. .1u

1 These three conceptualizations are both ideals within American life and .

conceptions that have been used to describe the American ethnic reality. I

- have already indicated why the assimilationist ideal (which means about the

same,as Anglo - conformity) and an extreme kind of cultural pluralism are

inadequate as ideals within a deMocratic nation. These three conceptualiza-
\

tions are also ina quate when_used to describe the American ethnic reality,

Each resents najor problems when one views the reality of ethniCity

4 and race in AMeri a. The Anglo-conformity conceptualization suggests.that

Anglo-Saxons were changed very little in America and thaj other ethnic

groups did all of the changing. This conceptualization is incomplete, uni-
e,

directional, and static. The melting pot conceptualization is inaccuratellil

misleading 'because, human,cultures are complex and dynamic and don't melt

like iron., ConseqUently, the melting pot is a false and misleading metaphor.

The strong cultural pluralist conceptualization denies the reality that we

have a universal, American culture which every American, regardless of his

or her ethnic group, shares to,a great extent. This culture includes

American Creed values as ideals: American/English, a highly technological

and industrialized Civilization, a capitalistic economy', and a veneration of

materialism and consumption. Richard Hofstadter has brilliantly Argued that
0

anti-intellectualism is another key component in the universal American
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culture. This is not to deny that there are important subcultural variants

within
)
the differenf ethnic subsocieties in America gr that there are many -,

I ,
non - universalized ethnic characteristics in American ethnic communities.

'These non - univer's'alized ethnic subvariants will be discussed later.

Gordon believes that structural pluralism beSt dessribe e ethnic

reality in American society. According to Gordon, the ethniclgroups in the

United States have experienced gross levels of cultur'al assimilation but the

nation is characterized by structural pluralism. In other words, ethnic

'groups are highly assimilated culturally (into the Anglo-American culture.)

but have separate ethnic subsocieties, such as Black fraternities, JewiSh _Je

social clubs, and Chicano theaters. He writes:

Structural pluralism..is the major key to the understanding of
the ethnic group makeup of American society, while cultural
pluralism is the minor one....The most salient,fact..As the main-
tenance/of the structu lly separate subsocieties of the three
major religions and th racial and quasi-racial groupS', and even
vestiges of nationalit groups along With a massive 'trend toward
acculturation g oups...to the'American culture patterns.'

mu' tirrre Acculturation 7

While GordoWs,riotion of structural pluralism is helpful and deals more

adequately with the complexity of ethnic diversity in moderrLAmerican. society

than the other three concepts, I believe that multiple acculturation more

.accurately describes how the universal. American culture was and is forming

than the concept of cultural assimilation. The White Anglo-Saxon Protestant

culture was changed iiiAmerica as were the cultures of Africans and of Asian

immigrants. Africawcultures and Asian cultures sinfluenced and changed the

WASP culture as the WASP Culture influenced and modified African and Asian

cultures. What we experienced in America, and what we are,,still experiencing,,

is multiple acculturation and not a kind of unidirectional type of cultural
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assimilation whereby the Black culture was influenced by(the WASP culture

and not the other way arodnd.

The'general on universal culture in the United States resulted from

this series of multiple acculturaillOns. This cultureig still in the process

of formation and change (see Figure 1). The universal.American culture is
1

not jilst a WASP culture but contains important elements of the wide variety

of ethnic cultures which are and/or were part of American society. Those

'ethnic cultural elements which became universalized and part of the general
-

American culture have been reinterpreted and mediated by the unique social,

economic, and political experience in, the United States. It is inaccurate

anti. misleading to-refer to the universal American culture as a WASP culture.

. This notion of American culture has been and is often perpetuated in

Ilkschool and university curricula. It is, of course, true that the White

Anglo-Saxon Protestants have had a More profound impact on the universal

American culture than any other single ethnic group.' However, we can easily

exaggerate the WASP influence on the general American culture. European

cultures were greatl Vnfluenced by,African and Asian cultures befor the

European explorers started coming to the Americas in 'the 15th century. The'

earliest British immigrants borrowed heavily from the American Indis on the

East coast and probably would not have survive& if they had not.assimilat d

Indian cultural components and :wised some of their farming methods and too
t

Writes Vogel:

As Rome hid its debt to the Etruscans, we have obscured our inheritance
from the red man. Anthropologists know that acculturation proceeds in'.
both directions when two societies are in any kind of contact, and that
even a conquered people helps to shape the destiny their over4ords.. .

We copied their [the Indians] dress....From th learned to substi-

tute long pants for knee breeches:, our women bor wed their feathers
and paint....We smoke their, tobacco and eat their foods....From the
Mexican Indian we borrowed chewing gum, tamales, chili, and tortillas;
from our own, hominy, succotash; corn pone and popcorn.13
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FIGURE 1. ,THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CULTURE

(American is here used to refer only to the United States)

THE AMERICAN

UNIVERSAL CULTURE

This figure illustrates how the American universal culture developed through a process conceptualized as

multiple acculturation,' While the Anglb-SaxOn Protestant culture had)he greatest influence on the

'development of the Am rican culture, each of the various ethnic cultures inlenced the Anglo culture

Iand were influenced jt, Each of these cultures were also influenced by glii influenced each other.

These complex ser' of ccuturations, which were mediated by the American experiehce and the American

socio-tultural environment, resulted in the universal' American culture, This prOcess is still taking

place today.

COPYRIGHT,(C) ,1978 by JAMES A. BALKS: Reproduction without permission isstrightly prohtbited.
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% Although it As'Often:MfOUognized and unacknowledged, there has been a
A ,

:;profound and historic HispanicAnflMence:;iOnAmerican culture and civilization.

.It 'W.eStimated dot over ten million Americans sp Spanish as their first

igOage., Almost every American child participates in and the

American- cowboy, culture, which is primarily a Hispanic contribution, however-

distorted, to American civilization. The various groups of Africans who

were enslaved in America also strongly influeilICed American culture.

Universalized Ethnic Cultural Elements

In his reCent'and controversial book, Ettinic Chauvinism, Orlando

Patterson 'argues that once,ethnic cultural elements, such as jazz and ethnic

literature, becoMe a part of the universal American culture, they 'ire no

longer.'ethnic." He writes:

The universal culture's symbols and patterns...are shed of their.
ethnic-specificities'in the 'process of being universalized. They

become the property of. everyone. And, as such, they. areTenriched
and developed by all., 'American English owes as much to Norman Mailer
and Saul Bellow as it does to Henry James. And the American.music
wesall. jazz owes as much to Benny Goodman. and Dave Brubeck as it,
doeSJo Duke Ellington. 1,14

' .

One can argue with Patterson's specific examples.(I would argue with his
ft

statement about jaiz). However, I feel that in one important sense he is

correct in arguing that once ethniC cultural elements become universal-

ized, they are nQ longer "ethnic," at least in the traditional sense of

that word.

However, because of several. factors irr!Awrican life atthispoint.

in our hiStery, "ethnic" contributions to Amer `cyan life,and_socieOpn.-

thoUgh they have becOme mniversalized, shou),d be acknowledged and-labeled

"ethnic.." Too many Americans., including university professors,pnd students,

lend tothink only Chat which'is AngloHAOlerican is-Ameri.can. They

38
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consequently deny the role that Atier ethnic groups have played:in the .

development of American society and civilization. Because America's.non-

white ethnic minorities are ,largel politically ancy.etondmically pOwerless

(exceptibm includetheapanese Americans in,Hawaii), a.knowie.dgeof how

ethnic minorittes. haVe.infilienced the universal American culture:4ilehelp

6em to gain a more realistic perspective on their role in the building and

making of, American civilization and perhap$ to develop more/personal and

sbcial efficacy.

In other words, if would be .prematute fdr us, at this point *our

national history, to fail to acknowledge the contributions which various

ethnic gr:Opp5 have made to our universal. American culture, even if these

contributions are no longer "ethnic' in the traditiohal sense. Such. "ethnic"

acknowledgements will prObablibe unnecessary when all of our nation's.

citizens have equal rights and opportunities. In 'Puerto Rico, for example,

where Blacks-are an integral part of the social' and etbnomic systems

(admittedly, they are primarily at lower rungs of the social 'ladder),

there is alMost ho attention in the sdtiety to which "ethnic". groupS made

which "ethnic" contribUtions to the universal Puerto Rican culture. Ethnic

.

.boundaries in Puerto Rico are-prattically non-ex4s.teht.

Ethnic.Subsocieties and,Non-universalized'
\,

Ethnic Cultural Cdmponents

Figure attempts to .dekibe the development Of American cultUre.by

eMphAtiring'multiple acculturation and how ethnic cultural elements. became

,

. universaliZeC Other American ethnWTealitiet are not shown in-Figure:1..

I:hese inchide the.!;ignificant number of ethnic c6itural.elements that have

not bocomo univcralized (that are still shared primarily by ethnic
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.

subgroups) and the separate ethnic institutions and groups which constitute

ethnic subsocieties,within thelarger American.society "and culture. :ffile,,,
....

)sociocultural environment for most Americans is consequently bicultural.

Almost every Ameri6an participates both within,. the universal, American

culture and sqciety as Well -as within his or her ethnit'SUbsPCietY.

other American ethnic grdups, thee is a subsociety within the WASP culture

which'has cultural elements.,that'are not universal or shared'by the rest 'of

sOcietY.Yattersonbelieves that this is asma.11 subsociety in mhich few

indlOdyalSH15artfOiPate and that most WASP cultural elements have become

universaTiZed., He writes/ "...with the exception of sMall pockets such a5,
-

the New England Brahmin elite, the vast majority of WASPs.. have ab,indoned

the ethnic specificities' of. their original culture in, favor of the elite

version of thd American Uni.versal.cUlture."16

Non-universalized ethnit.Cuitaral:t4racteristics and ethnic sub-

societies are realities in contemporary AMertCan .society1,These cultural

elements and Sub.societies play an important role in'the scicialization of

:...,.-
, .

many Amer)cans and help in4Wdual.members of ethnic groups to satisfy-.

.

.

,-..-

important needs.. .Figure .2A1jUstrates the relationship between thefriUni-

vernal American culture and ethnic, subsocieties. Nt

r.

Goals for Ethnic Studies

A major goal of ethnic studies, derived frbm,my analysis of tne.nature

of ethnicity in American to help students develop. crOsscultural

competency, which tonsists-q.f.the abilities, attitudes, and. understandings;;

needed to function effeCtively within the universal' American,tulture, within

their bk:e0mtc...subsottety, and within and-acroSS different ethnit sub-

,

'sociPties and cultures. Critiss-ethnic mi sunderstan.dings,and hcistility ex3s
.
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FIGURE 2 ETHNIC SUBSOCIETIES AND THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN CULTURE

Ethnic
Subsociety D

Ethnic Subsociety A

I

Universal American Culture

Ethnic Subsociety

Ethnic Subsociety B

In this figure, the universal American culture is represented by

the ruled area. This culture is shared by all ethnic groups within the

United States. A, 11, C, and D represent ethnic subsocieties which consist

Of unique ethnic institutions, values, and cultural elements which are

non-universalized and snared primarily by members of specific ethnic.groups.
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not only between Anglos and Blacks and Chicanos and AngTos, but between

Blacks and Chicanos and Chinese Americans and Native Americans. Developing

cross-cultural understanding and competency should be one of our top

priorities in American ethnic studies. Edward T. Hall, in his insightful

book, Beyond Culture, underscores the importance of helping students to

,
develop the'skills and unders-tandings needed 'to function cross-culturally.

He writes, "The future depends on mans transcending the limits of individ-

ual cultures. 017

-Another important goal of ethnic studies is to help. individuals gain

greater self-understanding by viewing themselves from the perspectives of

other American ethnic cultures. Individuals who know the world only from

their own cultural and ethnic perspectives are denied important parts of,

the human experience and are culturally and ethnically encapsulated.

These individuals are also unable to know their own cultures fully

because of their ethnic blinders. We can get a full view of our own back-
, c-

grounds and behaviors only by viewing them from the perspectives of other

racial and ethnic cultures. Just as a fish'is unable to appreciate the

uniqueness of his aquatic environment, so are many Anglo-American students

unable to fully see and appreciate the uniqueness-of their cultural char-

acteristics. Writes Kluckhohn, "[cultural studies) holds up a great mirror

to man and lets him look at himself in his infinite variety. "18

Characteristics of iffective Uhnic Studie5 Programs,

stpdies is for All Students

Lihnic elements and courses ,Jhould he designed for all students

in the school and university ettinu, whether they live in the barrio or in

0
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wealthy suburbs. The ethnic experience is an integral part of the American

experience. Students attain only a partial education when they are unaware

of the cogent role of race and ethnicity in American life and society.

All students should also be exposed to ethnic content because the world

society is rapidly changing. We need to teach view of the world society

which is more consistent with current realities than the Anglo-centric and

ethnocentric views of the world which are often presented in the university

-'curricula. There is merging evidence that the role of the Western world

will be considerably different in the future than 'it is today. In the world'"

society of the future, non-whites will play an increasingly imOortantrole.in

making social, economic, and political decisions that wik llAffect us all.

The predominantly white world in which many college students function

is considerably different fropthe morld society in which they will be re-

quired to function in the future. The white'race is a world minority. Five

out of six persons in the world are. non -white and most peoples in the world

are non--Christian. BeCause the birthrate of non-whites greatly exceeds that

of whites, white Christians will be,an.even smaller world minority by the

ae)

year 2000. White Christians are also becoming less economically and politi-

c y powerful in the world community. The world's energy crisis has high-

lighted this fact. Our nation'sjcolleges. and universities have an obligation

to:help students acquire the kind of non-ethnocentric and liberal education

which will help them to interact :,ensitively and intelligently with a wide

variety of peoples and ethnic groups in our nation as well as within the

world. Conseqfiently, every college student should be exposed to ethnic

realities in American society turd culture.
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Componentsof the Reformed
University Curriculum

' The university curriculum should be reformed so that it will have three

major components related to the experiences of ethnic groups in American

society (see Figure 3). Component 1 should consist of reformed core survey

courses in the humanities, fine arts, social sciences, and in the physical and

biologicl sciences. These core surveycourses'should be thoroughly in,te7

grated with ethnic content. They should teach students how to view Concepts,

situations, events, social issues, and problems from diverse ethnic

perspectives and points of view.

It is imperative that we infuse elements of ethnic cultures.into the

core survey Courses which all university students are required to teke.

These required courses should be the major targets .of curriculum reform.

Institutionalization of ethrr4content andperspectives into the core college

curriculum should be our major long-range goal.

Reformed mul iethnic core survey .courses mil help students to attain

new conceiltualizations about the nature of Amer can life and society. Too

many students and professors think American history is the same as Anglo-

AmeriCan history,And that American literature is.the same as Anglo-American
aor

literature. Multiethnic core college survey courses will help students and

professors. to .'attain broader and more accurate conceptualizatiOns of the

nature of American society and culture.

When students read Ameridan literary classics; they should, iri addition

to reading books by authors such a-s Edgar Allen Poe and Ernest Hemingway,

read gre,t: 1 i Lora ry ci u;sics 1)y ethnic authors such_ as Ralph Ell i son ' s

Invisible M e Made or Dawn by N. Scott Momaday, No= No Boy by
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John Okada, and Bless Me Ultima by Rudolf Anayi. These" authors are just

As "American" as Poe and Hemingway

In 'addition to. integrating the core survey courses with ethnic content,

the reformed university curriculum should have courses which focus ex-

clusively on ethnic groupsHn the United States. Component 2 of the reformed

university curriculum should consist of suryey.courses on American ethnic

, minorities, such as "The-Political Experiences of American Ethnic Minorities"

and "The Literature of American Ethnic Minorities." All university students

should be required to complete six (6) to nine (9) quarter credits in this

series of courses. These courses should be essentially comparative in focus

and would help students to understand hoW concepts such as socialization,

social class, power, symbolism, and assimilation are exemplified withih and

across different ethnic groups.

A final element, Component 3, of the reformed university curriculum

should consist of specialized monoethnic courses on the experiences of

specific ethnic minority groups, such as "Chicano Literature and Politics"

and "American Indian Literature." These courses would be available for

students Who want to acquire more indepth knowledge of ethnic groups than

can be attained in the core required courses or in thesurVey courses on-

American ethnicHninorities. Such specialized courses are also needed in

order to train undergraduate and graduate students who seek careers in which
0

indepth knowledge of ethnic groups is required.

Viewing Events and Concepts from
Diverse Ethnic Perspedives-

the multiethnic.curriLulum should help students to view events, s i tua-
1.0

Lions, and concepts from diveyse ethnic points of views and perspectives. In
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a brilliant and illumt;nating essay on the sociology pf knowledge, Robert K.

Merton introduces the concept% of the "insidersq.and the "outiders."19 He

discusses the legtOmacy of their perspectives and points of view. The

ipsiderclaims that only a member-of his or her sroUp can really know and

cons quently validly, describe the experiences of his or her group. The

outsid who attempts to describe a group to which.he or she does not

belong, that he or she can givea more objective account of the

experiences of other groups because he or she can obserAile with the least '

subjectivity.

Merton concludes that neither thb insider nor the outsider hSs an

exclusive claim on valid knowledge and that the perspectives of bothlare

needed to give us a more total view of social reality.

Most courses in the American school and college are taught primarily

from the perspectives of variousbroups of Anglo- Americans, and the experi-

ences of other ethnic'groups are viewed primarily from the "outside"

perspectives of Anglo historians and writers. Consequently, most students

have not acquired the more total kind of underStandlng of American society

which they can attain from studying events, concepts, and situations from

the perpectives of different ethnic groups.

I call courses and m s which are taught primarily frbm the per-

spectives of Anglo-Americ rians and researchers. Amlo-American Centric.

Model or Model A type courses.° Many schools and colleges have attempted

to reform their curricula to reflec ethnic diversity by moving from a

Model A type curriculum to one based on what I call Model B, the Ethnic

Additive Model. In courses and ekneriences bdwd on Model,B, ethnic content

is an additive to the core curriculum, which remairr. Angio-American domi nated

and 1.urocentric. Asian- AMerican Studies courses, Puerto Rican American
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Studies courses,, and special, units on American ethnic groups are taught.

However, the required core survey courses in the humanities, the fine arts,

and in the social sciences remain primarily Anglo-centric.

Themost fe-asible curriculum model for the university, is what I call

the Multiethnic Model, or Model C. In the Multiethnic Model, the survey

courses within the required core are thoroughly integrated with ethniC

Content and students are taught how to view concepts, situations, and events

from diverse ethnic erspectives. However, specialized ethnic studies

courses and pro9rams,a e available students who want to study particular

ethnic groups in more depth than can be done in the general survey courses.

A Conceptual Approach to Ethnic Studiesj,

The ethnic studies curriculum should be conceptual and organized

around key concepts, generalizations, and theories.21 It should also be

interdisciplinary and help students to view sit4iations, events, problems,

and concepts from the perspectives of different disciplines. A course or

.

.curriculum organized around key concepts can best.facilitate the infusiOn

of ethnic content into the curriculum. When students study a concept

sucri as ethnic protest, for'example, they can examine historical and current

social science data .about etknic protest'; investigate IlOW'ethnic authors

have expressed protest in their hovels and, stories, and -o research to

A \I
determine if ethnic artists 'have expressed protest in c t forms such as

paintings. and music. Developing souhd ethnic studies courses that are con-

,
ceptual (Ind interdisciplinary will require close cooperation and team

Leaching by prore,,,,or!; i H different departments and colleges.



FIGURE 3 COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE MULTIETHNIC UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM

COMPONENT 1 REFORMEDAND MULTIETHNIC CORE COURSES IN THE HUMANITIES,
FINE ARTS, THESOCIAL SCIENCES, AND THE BIOLOGICAL

AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
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American
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American Ethnic
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A.Multidirectional Conception of
American Society

The multiethnic curriculum shoy14 "help students to develop a multi-

directional conceptual iza tion of the development of American society and

culture. 22 Too frequently, American history and culture is.concePtualized

//''
:

in a way which shows a linear movement of Anglo Americans from Europe to

the Pacific. Ethnic minorities are discussed or studied primarily when

they are an obstacle which gets in the way of the Movement of Anglo immi-
,

..46sK

grants or when they present "problemsnjor Anglo Americans: This kind of

unidirectional conceptualization leads to misconceptions and stereotypes,

about the role of ethnic minorities in the development of America. Writes

Carlos- E. Cortes:

Within this Tunidirecti/onal] approach, ethnic: group§aPpear
almost'always in two .corms: as obstacles to the advance .. of
westward- moving Angid civilization'r.as problems which must
be corrected or.at "least kept under control....Sufficient
attention [has .not been] devoted to the northwesterly. flow
of cultures from Africa to America, the northerly flow of
Hispanic'a4ckMexican society, the easterly fl w of cultures
from Asia, an(Lthe westerly flow of latter-da immiqrantS
from Eastern, Central and Southern Europo.23

Criteria for Selecting
Ethnic Groups for Study

Only those ethnic groups which have distinctive and recognizable

cultural attributes should be ttudied as distinct cultures within the core

'curriculum (which should become Multiethnic). and-in ethnic studies courses.

I have become increasingly concerned with the growi rig number of ethnic

groups which aro.now-delmniding separate attention in the schdol and college

curricula. A book by Miller (published in 1976) lists thirty -nine differ-

ent American ethnic groups.24 It is neither possible ildr.desirable for any

one curriculum to deal with Thh a wide agye of ethnic groups. I am
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Araid that if'we try to infuse too many separate ethnic groups into the

A
curriculum, we will run the risk of-BalkanizingHthe Urriculum and defeating

. the raison d'etre of the ethnic studies movement.,'

It is very difficult to develop criteria for the selection of ethnic

groups to study on which wide consensus cakteattained. This is partly

because of the'regionalism which haunts et1-4 Studies programs and because

ethnic studies is such an emotionally laden field of study. Howeyer, I

C>, :11

would like to suggest that teacher'S and; professors, use t6 criteria below'

when determining which specific ethnic groups to study within their school

or university. At the least, these criteria can serve'as a springboard,

for'fruitful discussion:

1. 'Groups that can validly document that they have been excluded from
or distorted in the regular school and college curricula

r

2. Groups that have been nd are victimized by institutionalized
racism and $crimira ion

3. Groups th0;have made significant but inirecoqnized 'Contribution
to the universal American culture

4. Groups that perceive themselves and are perceived by others as
members of distinct ethnic groups

5. Groups that have unique ethnic and cultural. characteristics and
a sense of peoplehoodevd-interdependence df fate

6. Ethnic.groups that have unique perspectives and world views;
different perspectives on events and situations thatwill.add
fresh perspectives on our nation's history and culture

Groups that are clear and concrete examples of an American ethnic
group. The NCSS Curriculum%GuidelineS for' Multiethnic Education
states that' an. ethnic group has these characteriStics:

a. Its origins-precededthe Creation of.a,.nation state or were
external to the nation state; e.g., inuuigrant groups or
Native Americans_ In the case' of the United States, ethnic
groups have distinct pre-United StateScor extro-United States
territorial bases; e.g., immigrant groups Cp: Native Americans

5
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b. It is an involuntary groUp, although individual identfi'Cation.
with the group may be optional

c. It has an ancestral tradition and its members share a sense of
peoplehood and an interdependence of fate

d. It has some distinguishing value orientations, behavioral..
patterns, .and interests (often political and economic)

e. The group's existence has an influence, in many cases 'sub
stantial, on the 'lives of its'members

f. Membership in the ,grouvis influenced bbth by how-members
define theMselves-and'by how they' are defined by others

Summary:.

t
I have briefly discussed-the history of the assimilationist andcultural

pluralist ideals in America and suggested that the assimilationist ideal has

historically dominated American social thought,and institutions. However,
A

cultural pluralism was advocated by Horace Kallen and other philosophers

near the turn of the centdy and was exhumed.When'the'ethniC revitalilation-

moveMents emerged in' the 1960s.

In response to the ethnic revitalization movements of the 1960s,

eduCatoys at all levels have attempted to reform the curriculum so that it

is more. consistent with tre ethnic realities in AmeiCan life. However,

_there is confusion and many unresolved questions concerning the prOper role

of ethnic. studies In the nation's schools and colleges. Ethnic studies

programs should reflect the realities of ethnic relations in American life

and perpetuate American democratic ideals. I suggested that Ang1O--

conformity, the melting pot, and cultural pluralism areinadequat6, both_as

accurate descriptor`, of ethnic relations in America and as socieCal ideals.
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The formation of American culture is most accurately conceptualized

asa complex series of multiple acculturatiOns. The universal Atherican

Llt6re resulted from these complex multiple acculturations. Ethnic studies

programs which reflect our democratic legacy and the complex nature of ethrik

relatidni.,inAmerica should -be designed to help students to deVelop cross-

cultural competency and greater self - understanding by viewing themselves

from the perspectives of other ethnic Lcultures. Effective ethnic studies

programs are (1) designed for all students, (2) help students to yievrevents-

0
and concepts from diverse ethniC:perspeetives, (3) are conceptual and

-interdisciplinary, (4) help students to acquire a multidirectional con-

ceptualization of the development of American society and culture,4nd

(5) focus on a carefully selected number of ethnic groUps which satisfy a

sound academic criteria.
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DEFINING AMERICAN ETHNIC STUDIES



A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TASK FORCE

by

Helaine Minkus, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
# Department of Sociology

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

The University of Wisconsin $ysterg Task Force on American Ethnic

Studies was first set up in February 1974 and became operational in

September 1975. The Task Force was charged by Senior Vice President

Donald K. Smith to develop long-range planning goals for the System in

American ethnic studie, to consider whether programs in ethnic studies

were desi b4e--if so, how they should be planned, and, to consider the

't probable num r of locations and level of such programs.

The defi ition of American ethnic studies used by the Task Force was:

. The study of the historical, cultural, political, and economic
experiences the United States of presently,identifiable American

ethnic groups. Particular attention should be devoted to the
study of those groups which traditionally have not been addressed

in American history and in the State of Wisconsin. These groups

are: Afro-American, Native American, Latinos (Chicano and Puerto

Rican), and Oriental Americans.

-49-
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Astated in the definition, particular attention should be devilted

to those groups--it does not say exclusive attention. It was the feeling

of most members of the Task Force that the stress be placed on three groups,

Afro-Americans; Native Americans, and Latinos. Oriental Americans dis-

appeared from primary consideration. In the census of minority groups in

the System,' it was noted that there were a very small number of Oriertal

American students, very few Oriental American fac4lty, and no Oriental

American appointed to the Task Force. The emphasis, therefore, was placed

on Afro-Americans, Native Americans, and Latinos.

As part of the work of the Task Force, a number of committees collected

information., One committee developed a faculty questionnaire to determine

r

what the faculty resources were within the System. On each campus the

representative sent out questionnaires to the people he or she.knew--asking

for their professional training, experiences, particular ethnic groups,

publications, and so forth. The committee found that almost'all faculty

involved in teaching ethnic studies were Caucasian. There were very few

minority faCulty in the System.

The coMmittee collected figures on the minority stud nt enrollment

on the various campuses, current courses, and curricula in ethnic studies.

- One of the "qualifications" in the report was a lack of resources to

check on the courses. The committee could go through catalogs and collect

lists but could not examine syllabi, textbooks, or student evaluations;

so the report says nothing about the quality ofthose courses--only the

fact that they were taught.

Another committee gathered lists of library resources on each campus

hut, there aqaiu, the committee did not have the resources to do this in

a very professional manner. The list reflected the evaluation by the
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librarian and the people in the ethnic studies area of whether the library

resources at .a parti9Ilar unit were adequate for a minimum module of courses,

a minor or a major in a parficulaq ethniC group, plus whether ofherre-

sources--community,, etc.--were available.

The most important recommendation, based'on the resources at each .

unit (faculty, students, minority populations, present course , etc.), was

the affirmation of the need for, a minimum module of courses. The idea

was that a student enrolleirat any unit should have the opportunity to

take some courses in-ethnic studies--perhaps by making it part of basic

courses or the general education requirement.

The Task Force defined the minimum module as consisting of at least

twelve courses, with three in Native American studies, three in Chicano

and.Puerto Rican-studies, three in Afro-American studies, plus one to

three of a survey nature.

'Also as part of that recommendation, the courses should be given

on a variety of levels,:from-freshman-tiTrwqh senior'and graduate level

programs, in a variety of disciplines. The-Courses tend, to congregate in.

the humanities and social sciences. The idea was also included that-et hpic
-Ne

studies-should be offered in professional schools, business, and so on.

the committee went through the reports of each campus stating whether or

not they had met the minimum module for each of the ethnic groups ra nd

survey courses, giVen the requirements of three courses per group.

Next, the Task.Force listed Program Entitlements in Native American

studies, Afro-American studies, Chicano and Puerto,Rican studies, on a

major and miner level. This inclusion was not meant to imply that other

schools could not have these progranis or were not supposed to do anything
4

r3
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in these areas. The committee listed numbers of schools involve4, especially

for Native American studies, and the minor and the major. One of the reasons

the ProgramIntitlements were listed was that the initial charge from Dr.

Smith asked that the committee comment on particular locations of needed

programs, so the committr dici(speak to locations. The discussion on the

Advisory Committee level, instead of talking about a particula ampus ,such

as Whitewater or Eau Clam began to talk about the need for an Indian

program (an urban program at Milwaukee, but also atleast one non-urban

program.) The committee began to talk about Program Entitlements in terms

of criteria and not in terms of particular iLlytitutions, accepting the fact 1

that the campus feedback was right An saying that any sort of prOgramhad

to be generated from faculty interest--faculty and student inlerest--rather

than imposed from the top.

There is also a section in tht report on the graduate programs and the

Ph.D. in American Ethnic Studies at UW-Milwaukee. The committee conducted a

survey. in 1975 and could find no graduate programs in American ethnic studies

in the country. Every, university was not surveyed, but many of the major ones

were contacted. 'There were'a few master's programs in things like Afro-

American history but there was nothing in American ethnicstudies, per se.

This led to the question: Wisconsin consider moving into American

ethnic studies, not simply tHe studies .of particular groups.

One recommendation of the Task Force which was implemented--the only

one - -was that a standing committee. on American ethnic studies be established.

Another recommendation, which was considered to be very important, but

nas not come through as recommended by the Task.Force, was that a UW System

Coordinator of American Ethnic Studies be appointed, The Task Force saw
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the System Coordinator as one of those central recommendations feeling that,

in a new area Where most faculty do not hav training,, in order to get it off

the ground, a person was needed who had,a strong professional reputation, a

background in ethnic studies, and "clout" to try to organize and StiMulate-

people throughout the System.

Also recommended was a System resea'rch.an service institute, which

would aid in faculty developMent. The ins ute would bring faculty to

various campuses within the System to disseminate information resources,

-available speakers, and so forth.

The only recommendation that s immediately implemented was establish-

ing the Advisory Committee. Ther were no comments from System representatives

on any of the oth realoolaii ons

The Task Force report was also-sent to the vaglpus campuses to get

their response! The response received was a very strong call for the

importance of campus autonomy and initiative.

Co



A PERCEPTUAL APPROACH

by

Richard E. Durgn, Ph.D.

Director
Chicano Studies

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

According to the Perceptual Psychological Approach (Combs, Richards

11..clichards, 1976) of human behavior, "All behavior, without exception, is

completely determined by and pertinent to the-perceptual field of the

behaving organism.' This seemingly simplistic definition regarding behavior

is quite extensive once studied and analyzed. It does, however, offer us

one basic tenet for the conceptualizing of ethnic studies, i.e., each of

us gives meaning to the world based on what we "believe" to be true and-

.,

act accordingly. When.. sufficient'numbers of individuals have common per-

ceptions, as with people from similiar cultural backgrounds and experiences,

we are able to identify such groups and study theM accordingly; study

their for the purpose of understanding them. This, then, is the basic J

fication for ethnic studies.

-55-
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Since the late sixties, American ethnic studies in higher education

has experienced both growth and demise which, at the prersent, depending on

. where you are, varies tremendously in form and direction. ,Historically,

ethnic studies grew initially as a result of the pressure placed upon

)
. universities-by the major ethnic groups to include them in the curriculum

offeiings so that they might.be recognized as "Americans": Americans who

sufi red_frOm institutionalized aCademic amnesia by the'aOadeMicians,

administrators, and legislators affecting'the curriculum process. As a resUlt

.

of the pressure, manyprpgraMs leaped into exi stance- were destined for

failure because of the lack of adequate planning, resources, and know-

ledgeable professionals. tirly of the programs were sanctioned for the

purpose of appeasing the pressure groups but with very little guidance

regarding curriculum development, knowledge of how the system worked, and

the politics of higher education, Those non-ethnics with the expertise or

e .. #01

interest who tried to help ire often thwarted because of the oftentimes

naive enthusiasum of the ethnic group members to do it themselves.

Psychologically, it was also necessary. Negative feelings towards the _

: system and those in control of the system and vice versa, concurrent with

increased feelings of ethnic pride or a "yes, we can attitude, prevented

the development of adequate substantial programs, be they Black, Chicano,

(

Asian, Native American, or multi-ethnic oriented. Addit'onally, there

were4ew professionals trained in these specific areas b cause there were

relatively, no programs to°train them. Those who did enter the field often

learned by "on-the-job" training which, in addition to the above named pro-

bl,ems, leaves a much-to-be-desired program. Within a few years, many

programs failed for one or a combination of reasons such as internal strife,

delibera.te neglect by the institution, br co-optation by other departments.
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Those that haVe survived seem to. have done so in spite of the initial Oro- ti

blems, and credit has to be given to the individuals who put in tremendously

long hours of work and dedication to insure that the' program did not becomN

a statistic in the infant mortality rate of ethnic Studies programs.

Today there are not as many ethnic studies programs as there should

be, and. those that exist are continuously battlingtt stay alive because

of competition by various departments forthe,dWindltng number of students('

For, in the last analysis, the "numbers game" plays,-a strategic role in

maintaining programs and in the continued development of tho'Se programs.

On the positive side, it 'can be said that today we have a,greater awareness

of ethnic groups, mbre professtionals ose pertise lies in the area ofi,

ethnic studies, and greater resources available to the student. However,

it is'to be expected that these areas have grown. or we would be total'

failures. Clearly, there is need for more professionals, resources and

awareness as i dicated by my institution -where we have one professor.

teaching exclusively in ethnic, studies; a library that, until recent gains

due to administrative support, had few resources on ethntc groUps,but still

needs to secure much more; and students, both ethnic and non-ethnic, who

have had no or little real conceptions about other ethnicgroupstheir-.

life styles, their heterogeneity, economic and social status, and intra-

cultural uniqueness. (Yet,in their respective community and at the univer-

sity,they °co-exist side by side.) Subsequently, in the extreme,,open con-

flict exists and at best only a tiny fractit6 of the students know, or, rather;

care to know,. about I other. More often than 'not, most groups 'are.eth-.

nically homogeneous in their approach for "need satisfactfon" via suppprt

systems in order to survive in the institution. Ethnic studies does not

propose that thi-'re is anything inherently wrong with this; but when individuals



reject,yalye systeMs.other than those of their own reference group (for

whatever.reason) the options available in making decisions 'regarding his/her

own behaor and those regarding other groups are necessarily, limited. The

need for seeking similar identity groupd often translates into power groups,

and subsequent decisions made by the more powerful, who.control.Tesources

iand :atcess to resources, affect the'less powerful in various ways.

At the heart of ethnic studies, then, is the identification, descrip7

tion, and analysis of the power relationship in the United States between

the "haves" and the "have-nots" who historically, economically, socially,

psychicalfy, and contemporarily have affected the various ethnic groups who

t.)

are under consideratiOn culturally: This is done from a primarily ethnic

perspective. In identifying ethnisvgroups for study, such as those suggested

in the 1975 Task Force (namely,Alack, Latino [Chicano/Puerto Rican], Asian,

and Native American), it is. important to recognize that these groups have

been, by a much greater degree than other ethnic groups, able to maintain

distinct cultural patterns from the dominant society and have effectialely

been eliminated; as,a group from participating jn the decision- making pro-
,

cess for the purpose of self-determination, a ooncept dearly held in the

tradition of. the United States, Thus, ethnic groups are minorities with

rellect tt/power. However, not all minorities are ethnic--such as women,

homosexuals, and children.

From a perceptual ,approach, ethnic'studies engages in naming the

world from a primarily ethnic pertpectfve in an academic format by those.

ethnic groups primarily being affected negatively by the power relationship.

It recognizes, as suggested by Paulo Freire (1972), that "education is noe

neutral, it is for the liber4tion or for the domestication of people, for

their humanization or for their dehurlanization, no matter whether the educators

t'



are, conscious of this or not." It fu ther.suggests that "liberation,"

meaning that "man's ontological vccati n is to be.a subject who acts upon

and transforms his world and in doing so moves'towards ever new possibilities

of a.fuller and richer lifelindividually and collectively," is not a gift

'nor a self.,..achievemert but amutual process engaged, by the definers and the

defined.' Ethnic studies should he desirned as an educational forum it which

-students and faculty explore together.the possibilities and potentialities

of "liberatiog4 \ "systems" approach would be most helpful as an approach

ii conceptualizing ethnic studies for.instruction in exploring these possi-

bilities

If it is true that`, as perceptual psychology suggested (Comb's, Richards

& Richards, 1976), all human beings are motivated in all times and places

by a need to be "adequate" from each perSon's perception of reality, the

problem of human motivation to seek "liberatio0 is a problem of helping

people to perceive more adequately and more clearly. When people are.able

to perceive more adequately, they will behave more adequately (RoethliOerger,

1941). This,. in its most tfasic form, is what education is all about. As

long as we,live in an increasingly interdependentsociety, the search for

adequacy must include the adequacy of others as well. It is impe-rative that

P,

this be the underlying motivation for the structure and development of

ethnic studies. Furthermore, ethnic studies is to provide students with

the skills, intellectual habits, critical attitudes, and broad perspectives

necessary to function ig,'and contribute to, an ever - changing dynamic world.

Attendant, to the definition of ethnic studies is the promotion

Cultural Democracy. By the mere nature of ethnic studies, the "Melting pot"

theory is viewed as a concept that academically subverts, by implication,

[the idea] that all cultures not of the new malgamated type are inferior.
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which, in turn, increases the possibility for memberS o f the m lted culture

(basically European in design) to perceptually distort the'lif styles of

those not participating in the new amalgamation. This, Combined withj,ower,

oftxen puts those ethnics under considerai4,g;"behind the eight ball."

CulturallY, 'democratic education suggests that cultural pluralism has been,

and will continue to be, a fact of life, in the United States for a myriad

of reasons;. -and, accordingly, intergroup communicationand understanding

must, be fostered. It further suggests a way for pur society to understand

and accommodate dynamic, changing,,different cultural environments. Ethnic

studies assists in und*standing the degree to which the United States has

satisfied the needs of its least important members. Those engaged in ethnic'

studies at all levels should be seriously concerned about the quality of
n

life in 20th century America and wish to do something about it.

The role of higher education in meeting the need for ethnic education

is no doulq.an extremely important one. Specifically, the University oT

Wisconsin System has been engaged in ethnic studies, to some degree, as far

back as July 1971 when the Board:of Regents unanimously acted to,fund the

Ethnic Studies and Minority Studies Center. The subsequent formation of

the 1975 Task Force on American Ethnic Studies indicates concern for this

area of study. The implementation of several recommendations by the Task

Force, such as the System's American Ethnic Studies Advisory Committee and

Coordinating Committee, with their respective activities, is what brings

us together today for the express purpose of "examining the problems,

dirWions, and fUlIctions of the new and emerging field,of AmeriCan Ethnic

Studies as related to Wisconsin."
4k*

Of importance to the participants is the operationalizing of the

concept of ethnic studies into viable, effective programs. At prgent, there

1"C
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'are Various degrees ,of'iti101ementation'of ethnic studies al variousAnsti-
,

tutionSin WiScons4n. As indicated by the,recoMmendation of the 1976-77

.f! A

task Force; a minimum module, of courses is needed at'each insiitution'for

ft

minimal implementation of ethnic: studies. Inherent with operationalizing

this objective is the recognition of offering the minimum module as part

of the basic studies or core requirement 'programs.. It is imperative that

thiS.be implemented.or ethnic studies mill.continue to be.perceived,as

supplemental prOgrams to the "real" acadeMia and, therefore, not worthy of

consideration budgetarily and not of vital _importance to students, faculty,

or the community. The fields of concern that ethnic studies addresses

can find direct application with respect to problem-solving are': teaching,

urban planning, social services, politics, recreation, law, medicine, the

ministry, and others that ha've a direct bearing on particular ethnic groups,.

Regarding input from students, they need to be given an opportunity to help

formulate policy ana give direction to ethhic studies as programs develOp.

They serve as a source of constant renewal for the purpose of and directiOn
16

of the progrp.

With regards to the needs of expanding programs, as indicated by a

report of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (1972),

several actions have t1 be considered. They include:

1. Focusing all available talent on devising methods to train
more teachers and faculty for ethnic studies

2. Recognizing that special'conditions apply to higher education
'ethnic studies for such groupS as Blacks, Chicanos, Native
AMericans, and Asians which do not apply to some white ethnic
groups, e.g.`, underrepresentation of ethnic students in higher

education

3. Recognizing that. different ethnic groups are at different stages
of developing higher education ethnic studies programs

p'`.1
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.141

Condueting.:_reigarchto identify. h.gh quality source and cUrrieuJa
`materials Witriopinions by Various. ethnic and education' experts

5.

-

ReCognizing the practical limitations of establishing separate
AgpartMentS on every ethnic groupat myriad campUses but allowing

growth of those programs that warront development due to pouula-
tion concentration, researci,:arid resources available

Avoiding any potential polaHiihg betweerrgyouRs"-by sorting out
those, areas, where .a.11 grouWhave cOmmon problems-, so that'-the
may wOrktogetherin some aspects of planning ethnic studies.
some areas of common concern. might #0:

. .

a. Planning stratpgies for organiziripethnie studies program .

Onter-disciple nary,.departmentaL etc.) --

, .

b. Focusing on methods to train teattpers for thnic studies,
,since all groups lack sufficienthumbers ortbrained
teachers in elementary, Secondaryand higher education
fields '

Workin'g to alleviate shortages of college faculty for
programs, possibly hiring more...faculty, devising

faculty consortia arrangements, visiting. scholars
programs, etc.

.-

Working for highef.enrollment for all ethnic groups

e. Defining the delicate balance between ethnic studies
specialties and preparation for employment (outAde
education)

Wtributing ideas for model multi-ethnic cultural
p'rograms suitable for other ethnics and for majority
students

,-
g. , Disseminating freely results of ethnic research conducted

h. Exerting pressure, when needed, on publishers to
increase the quality.and quantity of ethnic materials,
or forming an ethnic press

i. Exertilig,pressure on primary funding resources in the
state\legisjature

4 ',

All of the aboVe recognizes the importance of ethnic studies and

suggests some consilteations regarding operationalizing ethnic studies.

It is with optimism,','95 Chicanos recognize, that a problem once recognized

is half-solved. We hoe recognized the problem; now the task of continuing
1r,

1,3
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to resolve the problem to the best of our abilities is at hand. This.con-'

ference..is an attempt to expand the perceptual field of the participants

in order that we act on a greater perceptual awareness of the_subject under

consideration.
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DEFINING AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

by

Barbara 3. Shade, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Afro-American Stddies

University of Wisconsin-Madison

The definition or Afro-American Studies depends upon one's perspec-

tives, area of emphasis and expectations of the discipline.

PERSPECtIVES:

The definition or AfrO-American Studies as an academic discipline is

dependent upon the perceptions of the persons doing the defining. For

some, Airy-American Studies Is an appeasement: device designed to respond

to the disquietino efforts or students at a critical time for others. i t

, d political tool designed to incite riot, hostility, action or some

sort of civil movement; and then, to some scholars, it is merely a poor

attempt to rind a plate for Afro-American 'scholars 'on university comPho',

hecatp;e other', helieve that ,;cholar,, of color are not good enough to mingle

with their faculty without lowering standards.



To some Afro-Americans, the concept of Afro-American' Studier. is on'

educational tool designed-to assist them to get a college education without-

having to expend too much effort. Then to some, it is an attempt. Le

gate knowledge that should be integrated into the mainstream. [HowLve-,

for those who recognize that America, more than any other country.,

conglomeration of differences which has actually been amalgamated into d

common heritage, Afro-American Studies becomes an acknowledgement or the

\\40

multiroci0 charavrter of American society and a recognition that Arri(::

r, tributed as rich to the formation' of this culture and/society 6'; did the

Germans, the Italians, the,English, the Hungarians, the Mexicans, Hit: Chinese

andthe Japanese.] But of most importance, Afro-American Studies ig,.1; es

the recognition.of a body of knowledgekbout this greup"of person,

must be discovered, 'recorded; related, analyzed and integrated itto th.2

knowledge and understandings of American life--not just in a cm' hihve

.sense, hut in 0 unique cultural and individual configuration.

THE EMPHASIS:.

Flie need for the study pr./Afro-Americans as a distinct disc-HI Hie

did nat begin in the 1960s ; it'merely become a more universal rpolitv,

Prior to that time,_imer great scholars, Dr. W. F. B. DuBois ond

G. Woodson, hod defined the field of Afro American Studies and divcler,,d

on outline of the curriculum. It is their materials and ideas tKt

generdllv WO'd the idindowntal philowphy upon which AfroAmor .cudies

programs de hum across the country.

lho field of iNtro-American didies seems to focus on Hiro

oroas:- (I) the hi.tov area, in which the African in the AmpitH 1

North and cmuth and the Carihheon is studied; (2) the.cultuol
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includes the art, dance forms, poetry, literature, various dress codes anti

body mannerisms, and 'tt; language and idiom adaptations that Africans de-

veloped as they adapted their particulacktribal. Customs and languages to

the areaf the new world in which they lived: and, (3) the third area,

which is the one having the most diffiCulty being developed, is the area

of social and behavioral science in which the. African is ttudied in relation

to the rest of society and the effect this has had on the society which

has tended to reject the African because of color.

For the most part, because an emphasis on all three are,s requires

a rather large and diversified staff, many departments tend to concentrate

on only one of the areas. For example, the Iowa State University in Ames

concentrates largely on the literature area which is just one aspect of

culture. The University of Indiana in Bloomington and the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have a rather comprehensive culture emphasis up

to the.masters' level, which includes a broad cultural emphasis in poetry,

art, music, dance, film, and the church; then, Yale Univers-ity seems to

emphasize history and literature; and Ohio State University and the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison have programs which attempt to incorporate all

three. The key to the area of emphasis for any departMent is, of course,

the qua] i ty Of the ,s tat f

STAFFING:

Unfortunately, at this) point in time, the staff (except in the Afro-

American history orea) seems to be largely composed of those individua.k

who,majored in other disciplines and, 9irough reading, self-instruction,

fellowships, and other methods, managed Lo develop the neCessory compeVence

,h1 th ficld. loVc.Hur (\ Cr() Arierhan thus, require', Jttention

1),)
0 iJ
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to the issue-of staffinlg in *the development of graduate level programs to

produce scholars who will ultimately conceptualize and operationalize the

area. .Our recent survey through the National Council on Black Studies

suggests that there may be around eight to ten masters' level programs in

the discipline in the country and approximately three Ph.D. programs, one

of which is actually a doctorate in Comparative Literature (University of

California-Irvine); the second a doctorate in American Literature with

an emphasis on Afro-American literature (Iowa); and the third an individ-

ualized doctoral program offered through the Union Graduate School at

Copitp State College, BaltiMore, Maryland.

EXPECTATIONS:

In addition to the attitudes toward the discipline and the staffing

of the departments, the definitiorof AfrO-American Studies depe upon

the *expected outcomes. This4iIv -obably the most important aspect of. de-

fining Afro-American StudieSiati , this is the one most often ignored.

These outcomes define the research.7 the scholarly writing, and the teaching

that is implemented in each program, and these are the expectatioff, that

produce results and speak to the entire need for the ethnic studies curriculum

aimed at Afro-Americans. the outcomes that have been identified Sild aro

most helpful in the establishment of a viable discipline are:

1. Writing and revising the information in American history

books so that it is more accurate and more representative

of all groups. Our society needs to know that Cleopatra

WdS d black woman who, with Marc Anthony, almost gained

control ol the human empire; thdt Hdnnihdl, the conqueror

ihe hrence,,, wr. an African; that there were inventiew,
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and contributions made by Africans to the entire historical

effort -from King Cristophe, a black man ,feared by Napoleon,

to the iblack woman who was Osceolas' wife and set off the

famous Seminole' Wars

2 Recording and understanding'the development of theonly original

American cultural contributions: folk songs, dances, spirituals.

For example. it is impo4tant for all children and students to

recognize the genius of Langston Hughes or James Weldon Johnson

and to understand and appreciate the development of many of the

dance numbers,-dress items, and hair styles worn today and

throughout history as having been African American contributions

to American society--these are artifacts and cultural aspects

that have permeated all of America

d

3. Producing the new theories, ideas, and views that w reimive the

"conceptual incarceration" in which both black and white Americans

are trapped in behavioral and social, science. It is impoant for

all Americans Lo realize that not all Afro-American familios have

one parent, crime, cultural deprivation. There is .also a noq to

understand the differeni-Tri learning styles exhibited by people

in different environments. there is also a need to change the

conceptual theories of intelligence and personality by thw.o

dieHring to 'Jrti!is inferiority

4. Without comparing, ethnic studies can provide the chance h)

undelland the ,,trenglTh and the unique factors within Ihe variow,



ethnic or Afro-American communities and h w that unigOeness developed
.

in relation to the rest of society.

5. Enhancing and stressing the similarities among th4., v(1.1

0

groups--sj as, tWegualitarianism noted in, jetri :h ,loin

similarly noted in Afro-American homes; the.arriv

exploited workers -k a background shared by Irish, chiow;i).

and Africans; the similarities in school perception., 01

and urban Afro-American ghetto dwellers

6. Producing cross-cultural and international stud it Hhlt.

the similarities and differences tht exist among p,:opl,2 ; aio,

important. For example, a look at the South African ;i00-ion

,
suggests interesting parallels between the African Amerir:ln 11;

1835-1860 and the South African today

7. But, perhaps most importantly, producing a vision and indopor-
,

dence and a re-education of the Afro-American that will perm

acceptance, an excellence, and a'development of- the individual ,Ind

the Black community. It is the task that Cartel Wom-jm

when he noted the need to teach students in journdikm !o

deyelop, write, and manage the many journals, Mdqd/ii10-,,. Mid

papers publ i shed in the Uni ted States ; the need h) i h !;d.'!i (

in business that there are also jobs and money s( I

insurance companies and construction firms and arch11,,cle.. lilm

founded by Afro-Auericans who have had to hire and ir,1111

because Afro-Americans refuse or never think ol wo,!.im;

the need to teach students that the problems ol H.

r");

,i) I
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community cannot be left to the outside experts who develop their

scholarly reputations by emphasizing negativism and who haVe little

more ,than drivAn throughithe large urban centers with windows up

and doors locked. The Oa] task of building a better society must

come from scholars with different understandings, different

interpretations, different ideas. As Thomas Kuhn says, there is

a need. tor a scientific revolution. The development. of inter-

disciplinary ethnic studies programs provides- the opportunity

to establish and the setting to stimulate such a revolution

In sumuory then, defining ethnic studies, particularly Afro-American

Studies, requil

The e,,liablishment of a firm philosophical base for its inclusion

in Lhl cuiculum, for it .generates the same type of prejudicial

at' iludes in academic circles that. the presence of Afro-Americans

hi (h.lety has generated for ove- 200 years

.'.. the derinition of the emphasis of the field which seems Lo\-:Nite

largely OH three areas and the understanding that study of 1.110

Afro American must be interdisciplinary because of the pervasive-

0 the contributions and the interaction of Afro-Ameicons

with every facet. of the,society

(I(1 iHi I ion of Afro- American Studies -is fur ther determin,d

by ',tolling potferw, establishedat each caTpus. Onlv 1110re

s(holol -. who hove read, 'Judied, and reseached the field.,.Te(Hff

collv are produced, can Afro-Ameican 'studies be defined with ,1HV

rt',I I larify
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4: The definition of the field is further determined by the out-

comes that are expected and the knowledge produced. The expected

results of work in the field include increase in historical and

cultural knowledge, a redefinition and reinterpretation of

current theories about Afro-Americans in the framework of the new

information,jthe development of linkages with other groups and

other countries based on similarities, and the development of

competent professionals and scholars in the field that can address

the problems and developments of Afro-Americans as a people

Finally, although we .seem to sect a trend in all these tasks in scattered

universities across the country, only the State of California seems to be

addressing the problem on a university system basis. It would thip3 appear

that the University of Wisconsin System is again in the forefront, and I

urge your continuatipm. in the area as a national leader.
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CURRICULAR MODELS

Discussant

James A. Banks, Ph.D

Professor
College of Education

University of Washington-Seattle

Were going to do two things: I'm going to talk for about half the

time, and. then for the other half, going to put you in groups and give

yo a task. fhe groups (we haye varioA disCiplines represented) will

have a project..

foday, to more or less start us off, I will talk about "What are some

of the characteristics of d successful or effective multiethnic
t
curriculum?"

I was able to only briefly touch upon this last evening, but I'd like to

go into it in d little more detail before we break into our qr ups.

I i t. i t cents to me t ha t. t he e s 1 tat fts proN.:gram o to ho

brbodly concentuali:ed and 'houId get away from the "us" and "them" syndrome

or the "we," "they" .yndrome. I think I mode referent o Ia,;t. night.
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to )"Black Day" and "Indian.Afternoon,"and so forth. If we broadly con-

ceptualize ethnic groups, it seems to me that we should then include a

range of ethnic groups within the ethiiic studies program for comparative

purposes. aro

I have a troubling conceptualization of "What is an ethnic group?"

There is nu total consensus amon.g social s-dentists, so you need some

criteria for identif ing an ethnic group. For example, coal miners,

Appalaehian.white!;, and so forth are included as .ethific groups in some of

the schools' programs. I use the definition that we derived on the Task

Force/that I chaired. It is presented in the booklet called "Curriettlum

Guide1ifii2s fur Multiethnic Education," which is available from the Anti-

Defamation League of Wnai Writh for a dollar. We list about six things

that an ethnic group has:

-One, we suggest that its origins preceeded the creation of the nation

state'or were external to the nation tate.

Secondly, we suggest that it is an involuntary group, although indi-

vidual identification with the croup may be optional. I just finished

readingjWlando PattN son's new. book, Ethnic Chauvinism, which I think you

would very provocative, being ethnic staidies' advocates. It would

make MI angry it many points, as lug argues ,that ethnic studies is

"organized Hol1WHW" and that we ought to be about the business of univer-

sality, and so forth; but between all those kinds of arguments, there are

morsels or insight.. He really tries to ee ethnicity as d voluntary

notion; so, at ter reading his boot. I do feel that ethnicity is more vol- e

unlary than I had lioughl although I feel that. coming from the West. Indies

(he's a We 1. InIi,n Makk), hc ethnicity as much more voluntary than
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1- do. Let me share the example he gave. He said that when a WeSt Indian

is in Jamaica, he's not, an ethnic group, at°1east as traditionally defined..

Now, some sociologist,s would say that the majority group is an ethnic

J
group, but-Patterson says that the Jamaican in Jamaica is not a member-Of

an ethnjc. group; but when he comes to Harvard, he is. So, he emphasized the

voluntary aspect of ethnicity. Also, r have e-a friend, Carlosre-ortA, who is

from a Jewish-Latino home, and he became pretty much Chicano and his brother

became pretty Jewish. But what I'm getting at is, even though we said in

this document that it is an involuntary group and although individual

identification with the group may be optional, I guess I would modify that

to say that it is usually an involuntary group, although it may have

voluntary aspects.

thirdly, we said that an ethnic_group has an ancestral tradition and

member's share an initey-dependence of fate.

In number two, above, we said that ethnicity (individual, identification)

may vary,. and that's very important. Lyon though I may be a 'Black, you

may call me a Black, my Blackness interms of identity may vary from zero

to a hundred. I may not feel Black (*all. . In -fact, there was a Black

guy in our univeity that, the Dean kept putting on Black committees (o,

in effect, what, were Black committees) and he resented it. One social

scientist, who= t, rune I in,J, canit recall, makis a distinction between r---

"ethnic group" and "ethnicity," which is a useful distinctian that d lot

Or us hod made hut we hadn't labeled it. the "ethnic group," of course,

read ly t he ;oci0Ioyica1 en t.ILy.1 the "elfin i ty ," he del Ines, as

identilkation. In other wor(b., you may he d member of an ethnic group,

hut lunr ethnicity (your identification and p,;ycholoqical identity with
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the group) may vary from `zero Otined or may be somewhere in the

fiddle. You may f60 not tack at all It was pretty hard for him

to feel "I"m riot BlaolOht alli" Hit. at least he felt he was pretty non-

Black, whereas the DOan saw him (1'; much more Black. So ethnic identifica-

,

tion and membershiTjn
,1

an ethoic group (or one's ethnicity and one's

ethnic group) aw somewhat diffit conceptualizations.

Fourthli,(we !-,fN'ysted that do ethnic group 'has distinguishing value

orientations', behavippl patterns and interests. Nathan GlaZer had often

stressed in his, works that 611 PUllliC group is a political and economic Y

. / ... , ..'

,,.interest - group, and r1ani..,ed Bell, wri,Ling in Glazer's book, argues that that

6 '

is.zgretty.much a Htlinic groulr, are. He Asmisses the new ethnic move-
. 7. '' !

Bents as holitit roups. The rettsons I resent that are several: I
,

tbink'it's rrogant; intellectually arrogant, to deny the very cultural

,Ivects of ethnicity fhol verymeanincicul to d lot 01 people like my

71444- Lena in the L:Ilicoqo'inner-ciiy. Her ethnicity has nothing to 00 with

politics. Sb,;,speaks Blact Lnglish and she is ethnic because of survival,

because of her own Jiciali:ofioo. Ihe only reason that leaders (Black..

Leades, Indian leodur, and loader', or other ethnic groups) were able,to

11'd' 6q.h111Vity (1'; d mohility because it was there and real , do
I

you we whdt 1 meini:' But if merely as 0 pOliLical Cool of the

sixties,. i think arri4uif (wd v'e'ry intellectually insensitive. It

_SeA;11P: to me that ethaft nrooft, .11, more than political and. economic interest

.

they h.ivo JI Hnionent, they have ifiliqw-Lant social-

I.'l!I.i1111're,I`. Ill' Amd

I ifth, we ,14,1 th,lt exi,Jence ha'; had on influence, in

,,(611110 ',111r. I di, t i .11 , H I 1 t t 4i1(9111)t'1"..
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And sixth, we said that meMbership in the group is influenced both

by how members define themselves and by how they are defined by others.

We realize that there will be debates about this definition of an

ethnic group, but we were very concerned in thq school programs where,
,

again, coal miners and all kinds of groups wt labeled ethnic groups. So

it seems to me th&t the first criterion for 'selecting a grow in a broader

conceptualized ethnic studies program is, to make sure it's ethftic--an

ethnic group, as opposed to some other kind of .grdUp.

1

Last night .1 talked about criteria for selecting groups to make sure

that we don't overload the curriculum with thirtyznine, groups. (Those are

iu.my paper, and I ion't talk about those any more unless you want to-.)

Then, we said that the curriculum should be'cOnceptuai. Now, organ-
,:

izing an ethnic studies course or curriculum 'conceptually- (and we'll be

to,).

working with some of. this in our groups) isret the only way to'organi,ze

it. One could take concepts like :'discrimination," and theri'choose groups
.

4\ . 40
to show examples9 of that kind of concept, or .ethnic culture" or

"socialization." Another way would be to use a chronological approach,

where you would take a period in AmeriCah history(let's say, the Civil

War..,period), and you wokIld 0'0 with the literature and'the fine arts of

severol ethnic group . !A third way would be to combine.thetwo approaches.

,,, Carlos corl'A, in his new book called Three Perspectives.on Ethnicity,
,.-

actually combines.appr chqsj. He takes a peridd,'say 1865, then he takes

a concept like-'discrim eio0..within that period and shows howVit is
. ,

.

exemplified with three ethiC groups. Just for purposes of.illUstrtion,

he uses Chi'canos, Native AMe'riCan;, .and Bklacks, .Thi'S i,s not to say that,

.
,

i couldn't have w.ed other':,, but the book was limited. in its scope.

4 . .
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Those are some ways .that the curriculum could be organized. I

suyyested that it be interdisciplinary when pOssible. This much more

possible in K-6 than it is in high school, and then more possible in

high school than it ls in"college, although I think' you mentioned to

. me Helaine [Minkusj, that you were doing some team teaching.

Dr. Minkus: It was approved forme to teach a class on women--I'M'
t

an anthropologist--with someone in religious studies. Especially now,

with declining student enrollments, I. think this is -a marvellous way to

go.

Dr. Banks: Lspecially n this area--Where you have Stanley Sue, who

is an expert on Asian Americans, and u have,tt's'say.Willard- Bill,

who is an expert (in archiaeology) on Native Americans--it seems to me

there are a lot of rich and fruitfdl possibilities for designing multi-

ethnic courses that are cross-ethnic-, cross-disciplinary:

teaching a new course next Call and I'm going to use Stanley Sue, a friend
a.

/of mine over in psychology who is concerried with Asian Americans; I'm

going4to use Jim Vasquez, who deals with the learning styles of minority

youth;and, hopefully, I'm going to do,something to relate it

Otherwiseyou would just have five people coming, in lecturing, and

cAlp6sn't hold together. So, I'm going to try to use the resources on

cavtus, but I'll also tr to make it relate.

Suppose, for ex-ample, io one unit in such an interdisciplinary

course, you use the concept " culture." I tried to give some examples

(I'll give some on the overhead projector) of some kinds of questions that

k'ould lu r i I in the Vd1 iuW: on areas when you are squdying culture



from an interdisciplinary perspective. 'I have a chart where I tried to

show that one could approach "culture" within a variety of topics and

areas. You wouldn't, obviously, 'in any one course try to deal with,all

those areas, but those are some possibilities for dealing with the con-

cept of "ethnic culture."

COMMUNICATIONS: I considered, for example, the notion of inter-

cultural communication--getting into.some of the e work of Edward T. Hall,

where he talks about d symbol, saying that really "communication is where

different groups interpret the same symbols in the same way.' What happens

when mis-communication occurs, is that for example, Blacks and Whites

in the sixties often interpreted "Black Power" differently.. To many

Blacks, "Black Power" meant a source. of pride, a source of ethnicity; to

many Whites, "Black Power" vids..a very threatening kind of thing; so that
40

was an example of nor -cor ilunication.

[Dr. ,Banks -here used an' overhead projectorSto share a chart en-

titled, "Studying Culture from an InterdisciplinaryPerspective."*]

Here I raise some questions that one could think about in an inter-

disciplinciry.course about these different areas. For example, in

COMMUNICATION, one could raise the queitions: .How does the language of

an ethnic group expr& and reflect italues and culture? What can we

,learn about an ethnic gr6up by studying its symbols and communication

styles, both verbal and nonverbal?

Geneva Gay, in a good article in this month's Edltfonal Research

Quarterly; deals with the communication styles and value orientations of

*Copyrigh (C) 1976 James A. Banks. Reproduction without written
permission is strictly prop bited.
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ethnic youth. For example, my friend at Stanford, Alfredo Castaneda, has

fatal that Chicano youth respond better-to a learning style that is what

they call "field dependent," as opposed to a learning style that is

"field independent." As I readAlfredo's'book, it occurred to me that

many Black youngsters who are in the lower. working -class also would have

some o the characteristics of the traditional Chicano-culture chin and

would respond better to a "field dependent" rather than a "field Ande:

pendent" learninustyle. (By "field dependent," he meant a more personal-

ized learning style as opposed to a more distant learning style.)

HOMLECONOMICS: as at Virginia Polytech and someone really

challenged me that I ha defined HOME ECONOMICS as "Foods," but, really,

I just us d "Foods" as an example. f suppose that when I redo this I'll

call it "Family Living." I do think, if you use foods in an intelligent

way, th y can be a good vehicle for talking about differences. If you

say, fo example, "What is a goid breakfast?" or "What is a balanced.meal?",

that will differ sometimes cross- culturally. Some people may have tacos

rather than bacon for breakfast, and so forth. And, of course, "Family

Living," if'you expand thiit, you could talk abOut living styles and

lifestyles of people cross-culturally.

SCIENCE I really struggled with. this one. How do the physical

characteristics of an ethnic group influence its interactions with other

groups, intra-group relationThips, and its total culture? When you get

into cross-cultural studies, r I did last year,v I found out that color

meant something very different in Puerto Ricodr in Mexico than it did

in the ) maybe you could got into some of those notions.
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Dr. Duran: In "physical characteristics," I think that real4y becomes

one of the hardest things that we have to begin to work with. For example,

I'm sure that I can- relate that to myself, beiause even in my own group,

when Chicanos see me for the first.time, they are suspicious of me be-

cause. I. look non-Chicano. You begin to recognize that even withinreups

there is a tremendous variety of physical characteristics, although we

have the conceptualization thdt there is one kind.

Dr. Batiks: I remember being A the University of Puerto Rico inter-

viewing in the school of education, and a woman (who was lighter than I

and whose hair was straight.) said, "Take me, for example, I'm White." Well,

I just about dropped my pencil. I was Nery puzzled, as I tried to under-

stand race and color in Puerto Rico. It hit me one day that race had

little to do with skin color--it had much more to do with who you are and

who you thought you were and your social status. And hair texture was

more important than skin color. So, it was a very complex thing--and I'm

not surF I totally understand it still.

When I was in Mexico City, I kept asking the mestizos (the dominant

group), "Where are the Indians in Mexico City?" They said, "There are

no Indians in,pexico City." Finally, someone asked, ,"What happens to the

Indians when they move from the village to Mexico City?" And they said,

"Oh, those are 'not Indians, ,they are mestizos--they're no longer Indians."

Here was the cultural. notion that one could become a mestizo by learning
4,

Spanish, by leaving the village, and @o forth. They are experiencing, in

effect, cultural alienation.but are being accepted finailly. At last, I

7)"

asked the Indians, "I's it really truethA' you are a mestizo in total?"
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And they said, "Not completely, but' it is basically true. Occasionally,

we are reminded that we used to be Indians.," That really blew my mind- -

the notion that I could become Anglo by learning standard Englih and

writing books- - but : written a /lot of books and I'm still the Black

professor.

What happens in England is that the people of the West Indies who

are born in London are called immigls. They can be third or fourth

generation, but they are immigrants. I find the same-thing in

France; the Algerians in France are immigrants,no matter how long they

have been in France. it i, an incredible psychological identity that

they give these people.

1111h4

In Mexico City, it a type of assimilation.. Are those people ever

regretting, at any point in their lives, that they are no longer Indians?

There is evidently An incentive for that assimilAion, and they really

don't have regrets.

Of course, any tiMQ that you leave the village, it's hard to go home

again. I think that's one of the great conflicts that you experience. I

tried to go home again, MILO., and it's very difficult. I think one beComes

alienated from one's own flrimordial culture, and I think that's a price

one pays. Again, some o them that I interviewed feel that even though

they are now basicoHy meti.zes, they haven't quite made it, and many of

them had a strong ciimilidenL to More freedom and more liberatiu. So, yes,

I think --there are , p ildems'when one becomes alienated from

one's first, culture..

Dr. Abbott: What yo(:'e talking about is not exclusively 'an ethnic 2/)
i

L

problem. It's d mnaiE:tom American problem also.

3
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Dr. Banks: Yes, many of the issues we'll be talking about won't be

eRclK: usively ethnic--that's true.
.

..,,,

-Dr. Abbott: I've lived in my town. for twenty-one years and I'm

still an outlander .and the house that I li4 in is idTtiiied by the

family that lived there first, so that you never become accepted in tie

community.

Dr. Banks: BAg.latiat.happens to the ethnics merely adds another

dimension. Many of 'these things have many other variables. The same

thing happens in "fural" verus "urban" cultures.

MATHEMATICS: I raised the question: 'What is the relationship

between the number system used within a society and its culture? I think

kids ought to understand that the number system, itself is a cultural

kind of expression and that it's "ten,'1 rather than having a number

system based on "two" or based on " ive," and so forth. So, it",s important,

even if it's not ethnic in a sense, for kids to understand that'the

mathematictll system is a cultural expression.
,)

J

SOCIAL SCIENCES: I've raised some questions about: What ways are

the cultures of ethnic groups such as Afro-Americans, Jewish Americans,4

and Mexican Americans similar and different? I think that area has some

very powerful kinds of questions. For example, when I was in Honoluld,

a Nisei (a second-generation Japanese American) said to me, "You know

;Hat's really struck me Jim, is the similarity between our values and

those of the Jewish Amerit,an: the valuing of the inner life-, the strong

achievement motiv,ILion." this? If you look at culture, you will
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see similarities and ditierences, and, of-course, I think. the Jews are.

probably thq most succLy,ful in 1.y.:ing bi-ethnic. Maly reople are very

Jewish and yet they ,tro,very ',(1«e';sful in the m'ainstream.'" In the words

of Nathan Glazer, they are "universalized primordialAsts." That-'s a very .

difficult thing to achieve-10 be successful in the mainstream and still

to be very ethnic: I have Jewish friends w1-1 are. very ethnic and yet

very efficaceous in the mainstream environment. As Nathan Glazer argues,

most people who are primordial are outjof thVmainstream, and it is very'.,

difficult to be efficaceous,in both environments ,So, comparative studies

of ethnic cultures, think, offer a lot o ibilities.

READING AND LIFERNURE: How does-the fiction and other literary works .

of our American ethnic atithors rciMeal characteristics and components of

their cultures?. The idea that I have is a very exciting one. I would

create a course that would deal with the examination of five or six classic .

ethnic literary works like World of Our Fathers, America is in the Heart,

and Bless Me Ultima. Then, I Would have teachers say, "What kind of

hypothesis can we derive about the cultures from 'these work, what data

can we go'to to teL some of. these hypotheses, and what.are the implica-

tions for teaching.youwistes and integrating:this into the curriculum?"

The literature person in ill"department is v- y. excited about this (two Of,

them, as a matter of fart) , (Ind we may ay with t t one kind

of joint person (me k?ng i wwial sc enca person), one being a literatures

person, and one who.. irLere'.;!. is lan 4. e'arts. We think we can do some

very exciting things, we think the kids would be very motivated--except .

that west of the Rock LiAtCy don't like to read too much. I'm sure that

kn't true when you the Rockies But I think that, with novels,
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like America is in the Heart, they could handle it. One real question is,

how much of each book should we take? We could take sections, anyway. We

would take concepts like "culture" or "socialization" and look at the concepts,

through the autobiograph ical content of fiction.

DRAMA: There's a book called Chicano Theater that I jUst discovered

the other day. I don't know the author, but it is going to be annotated

in. the second edition of my book... There are a lot of anthologies on

Black dranla; there are a lot of resources. Even if you don't teach'drar6,
.

if you teach history, if:you teach literature, you can use a lot of role

playing. You can use a lot of drama in your teaching of liter6ture, for

example. One o'

*
my friends in the English department at the University of .

Washington read m Sawyer, and the kids were accusing him of racism, so

my fMend had them "try" Mark Twain. They did their research, and there
t

werif juries lawyers, and it was a very exciting unit. So, I think you

can use a lot'TrOle playing even if, you don.'t teach drami per se.

MUSIC: Lvould recommen'thto you Eileen Southern's book on the history

of''Afro-Ame 'can music. I had the pleasure of meeting her whe*n I was at

Harvard las spring. I really would recommend her books to youTI think

she is one of the great creative people. But why don't I let yoU [to Dr.

Abbott] talk about music and then you .eNtake issue. at the same time.

Dr. Abbott: Well, I just wanted:to mention that if you want to talk

about etitinicity and music or ethnic groups and Ipsic, you'd better separate

"art music" (or "composed insic" ) and "folk music," because there's no

such thing, as "Black music" Black music is music that happens, to have
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been written by d Black. IhereH nu difference between Black and Chinese

and American composers or any other composer who is a composer of music.

Dr-. Banks: I don't know about all the technical distinctions, but

I do knowthat when ¶ grew up down South, we did 't listen to white music

in my home.

4

Dr. Abbott: You're talking about "folk music."

)e.
. _

Dr. Banrs: I don't' know what it was. I was talking about rock'and

roll music. I don't know whether that's written or unwritten -it sounds

like it's unwritten. ['mt. it seems to me that when I went to see "Colored

/1 Girls" or "Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope," there was a "Blackness" to

them. Now again, ydu're the technician, and- you can define it better .than

I can, .but there i some expression and a level of identity' With it that

I have. Do. you see what I mean?

,Dr. Abbott: You have to differentiate again between "popular music".

and "serious music." I don mean "serious" in the sense o intent, but as

posed to art music, symphonies, string juartets, sort f thing.

Dr. Banks-:--JoplinliLl2oplin--v ould-say, is non - ethnic?

MOO*
'

Ur. Abbott: OWL me would have to say 'is non -jazz, .non -folk. I have

to take issue with the idea-that there is a Black compositiopal
/
music, but

I don't take ,s m. with thr f,it !. that there is cultural expression in

folk music or 119,n-wilLen traditional music. I'm a little)disturbed at

this attempt Lo seqr,,2(pLe mw,ic; which is depending on the tgme materials

for every piere ot.mu)(:, and "this is Black', this is White, this is

Or,

1



Chinese, this is Chcano," unless you're talking about the traditional

folk musk aspect or the non - composed music, other than non-jazz.

in terms

franks: Then you would that Joplin is non-ethniC, for example,

f his composition.

Dr. 'Abbott: No. In the first pace, that was written down after
41,

his time. He did riot originally write his music. This was a Oanistic

expression of a folk idiom. So I would say, this is not Black.

Dr. Banks:Okay.,then, "',,,that is ethnic.music?"" Kids,:could research this.

This is d legitimate kind of question. owhat extent do ethnic artists

express their ethnicity through their music? It m y be that in some'music

t

.

they don't and in some they do. Everything I rite may Oe influenced by

my ethnicity, but maybe '.,ome things are much less soAthan others.

14' ,

Unidentified Participant: The model that I'see deveoPing here

seems to be identified with the elementary and secondary school curriculum k

design My question is, are you proposing this model for universities

as wall?

Dr: Banks: I think there are a lot of potentialities in a university

setting for some interdisciplinary teaching and Ise across departments.

I'm just throwing. that out as an idea that yOU can discusS and .argue aboyt

in .your, groups ideal; that, you can react't . Yes, I think it has some

potential: In fact, pie course I was talking about is a university course.

ART: There tiresome Blacks who have flo identifiable ethnic expression;

there are other. like Jacob Lawrence, :the bulk of Whose work has been
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expressed with themes of "liberation" and "oppression,' but it is important

to. raise the question that some ot their works may not be ethnic.

Ur. Smethells: Jim, your listing of math and science prompts me

to add something to your list: physical sciences or particular:cosmologies.

How do various ethnic groups view the physidal universe around them, its

origins, etc. Cosmology is not exclusively the domain of western physic's.

_anks: Yes, when you look at Native Americans, fox example, how

'bey have raised and answered that question. I would appreciate your

writing your question down for' me later:'

f'd 1 i f.c for you La do now is to get in groups of three, by

different disciplines, and what I'd, like to see is iqou could design
4

the outlines of an introductory multiethnic course - -let's say for arts
. . .

and scier5es. See if we can work on an interdisciplinary course outline

for ont quarter. Be sure you get your work done, because you are going

tohave to come hack and share in about twenty minutes.

COURSE OUTLINES

DEVELOPED BY fHE WORKING GROUPS
.

SYMBOLISM4

This course is upp'er diviion arc]. i4erdiscipl i.nary'. The subject

areas include: humdnitjes, social, sciences, and phySical sciences. The

main Look ''Symholi,:m." the maim thrusts are: (1) thq0egitipacy:of

Avarious ways or kL1-04i.ng; (2) cross- cultural symbolic competencies, such as

being able to under d piece of drama 'done by someone in ar

other than yont*(-0 Liv\prohlem that students ha8 with "literal" ver
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"symbolic" interpretations of myths, etc. The value of that is that one

can delve into both language and mathematicsone is not limited to social

sciences or humanities. Understanding symbols of various ethnic groups

seemed to be a place to start and the legitimacy of different symbols and

ways of understanding tongs. The book we were going to kick of with is

House Made of'Dawn, because this gllows one to delve into culturqopand

language and into-the physical sciences, pikticplarly cosmology myth-

ology (which,for the Indians, was their physical science--or the way in

which they viewed the world around them). We would compare this to the

Anglo-Saxon cosmology as expressed in physics -math symbolism.

PUBLIC POLICY

We Started out with a survey course on ethnic studies, and .then we
4 P .

0 ,

moved from taking a look at what ethnicity is, to, a course on Public

Policy questions (taking a lookat our public institutions). The disci-
,

plines would include.: sociology, anthropology, politicalsscience, education,

and social work. The basic question is: If assimilation is rejeeted,as

a goal and cultural pluralism adopted, what will be the effect on var.-1'0s

American institutions?

Course Outline

I. History of Assimildtionist Policy-in the U.S.'

A. Examples Of Various Institutions--schools,--armi, -etc..

B. Various ethnic Groups -- Italians, Jews, .Native'Americans,
Chicanos,-Blacks

In order to'explain and give examples of.assimilation,me
might ask the group such questions as: If Africanshed.in-
habited North America first', what would be our pattern of
life now? Our cultural qualities? If Asians, what might

have happened?
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We wo_0(fhave to establish what has"-Yeen a

stated policy-,of assimilation Sothe:noestated policy; but
nevertheles:, alpatterp.of We have to show
that (Jm institutions do give exa6PWOf assimilation
having .been a pattern, either stated4r nom,stated.

I I .1 Concept. Q Cm I to rd I 1) l (1-ra 1 i sin

.

III. .ImpIications oir Change to Cultural PluraUsMn
0,

Will a change to a policy of pluralisMbAtrengthening for
_our society?

y

A. Modifications in Institutions and Laws

, School sysLem2=72ducational methods, subjects

IL is-parficilarly important ,for people who are going
, LO be leachers to take a look at what you do in methods4
(Thd subjects of education in 'order to teach pluralism,
-in order'to.(teach ethnicity.

21 Fainflylaws
I. .

Is it necessary to ban poiy ny br polyandry? Do we

have-to say that only monog1ous marriage laws can 4

'survive if. we want nationa,l.'kegration?
. ,,i, f!

3. Social sorvjceS

4. Medical services

5. Other

'B. Possible Effects of Modifications

.Conflitt'between groups

_ Loss.of "Univers1 American culture".

3. ,.Threat to national unity

4: Crieater Self'-reSpect and sense of self-determibation by
.

members of minority groups

5.
4

Enrichment of:national culture
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. .

INTRODUCTION TO ETHNICITY
,

We prepared a course called "Introduction to EthnicitY.." The three

disciplines were: history,reconomics, and education.. We began by1examin-

ing contemporary ethnicity. Then we woullrfocus on concepts of ethnicity

within the area. Students would do selected field studieS'in their

particular area of interest (be it musict,etc.) in an ethnic coMMUnity.
4 ,

The members of the ethnic communities would critique whatever field
. _

ttudies sere done. Students would then. delve into such subjects as:

discrimination, transOission of culture; socidlization.of children, cross-

cultural contact's Ind diversity, institutional Tacism, cultural conflicts,

.cultural change, language diversity, the role of the school as the mirror

'of society., ethnicity in the American family, and end up with a further

) ,

study of demographics and ethnicity in teachers.

PERCEPTUAL MODEL ,
.

This course woul,be titled: "An introduction to Wilti=Ethnic .

,

Experiences 'ins the U.S. pf Three,Major Groups: Native American, Chicano,

and Black."

Course Outline

I. The Perceptual, Processes

A. Understanding the Fundtmenta'Processes of How We Interpret
The World: Symbolism

B. Limiting. to Etbni:c Experience in the U.S: of Three Groups

1. Native AMerican

2. Chicano

3. Black

or'
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II. eS stcms Approach: Factors in Understanding Relationships Of
, -

Individuals in Va_Nous.Systems,

Individual

%'

B. Family

C. Community

D. Region

E. DomirLnt Society

Stress the relationshipsstart. from the individual and how
he relates to the family, to the community, to the region., and
then to the dominant society--at all these various levels, .

Find that. you are also situational in your relationship to
all of these things.

III. Each Ethnic Group 'to be. Viewed kn Relation to the Systems Approach:
IntetAlisciplinary.Approach

Themes' of,"goals of the general society" and "difference
between ethnic groups and ,0thnicity".

..Goals ,of an Iptroductory Survey Course

1. ,Idenitifying the contributions of people of different ethnic
backfirounds to the areas. of mythology and literaturd(examples)-

. ttyq h Stereotypes: ,

3. 'Current isSues,

4, Unconscious behavior whith lody. be interpreted as .being racist

0

Summa Von

The m jor reason for reviewing these course outlines is to show what

faculty fr m different disciplines ca'n develop, if given the opportunity

'to work toTether. These courses were developed in a twenty minute brain-

storming session. Think wh'at a day or two of, concentrated effort could

bring!
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HISTORICA PERSPECTIVES

by

George E. Carter, Ph.D.

Director
Institute for Minority Studies

UniverSity of Wisconsin-La Crosse

I ,want to read what the letter of instruction said, nI.tis e ect d

that you will give an ,overview on the concept of ',minimum rr:o ules and" how

that concept was germinated." That's from the letter that was se from

the Chair, Mr. Thurman.

When I was thinking what I might title this little' presentatiOr
decided I might call- it: "All You May Ever Want to Know About Minimum M ules

and Ethnic Studies.

The Uniyersity Of Wisconsin System Task, Force on American Ethnic Studies

which met during 1974 and 1975 and submitted its' report cn June (1975),

.addressed at some length the concept of minimum modules as,,it related to

AnTican Ethnic Studil. I recall, as.a member of the Task Force, wrestling

with what that contept. reaily. meant. In much' the same way as the committee

7

100
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struggled with what Ipmeritan Ethnic Studies mean, the Task Force report

defined, "minimum moditlesu. as related to American Ethnic Studies and I quote:

As a program of\study consisting'of at least twelve courses dealing
With the culture,' history and social,experience in the United States
of American ethnic groups; si3ecial though not exclusive emphasis
should be placed'on Afro-AmericanS, Latinbs, And Native Americans.
Normally .the moducle should .consist ofkthree courses in Afro-American
Studies, three courses in Chicano and *Puerto Rican Studies, three
courses in NativelAmerican Stbdies acrd one tO three courses of a
survey nature. One of the survey 'courses should be at the freshman
level.

Thatin capsuleform is the statement of the Task Force on Ethnic Studies.

Thejseport wentHon to say:',

Such courses should be distributed in reasonable proportion' among
the various social sciences, humanities and fine arts and should
be made available on a variety.of levels'ranging.from freshman to
graduate, The minimumIcourse'module Must be supported by adequate
library holdings and resources and be staffed with sCholars'apd
teachers .1,4hose academictraining and personal interest represent
a level of expert4e consistent with the University's support of

its other programs of study..

That was sort of the sub-note describing minimum Modules.

I must say that before theJask Force Committde got underway, I had

never heard of the idea of minimuil-modules, and. to this day I. thin.k it

was the creation of. Nason- Hall. At least he is the fir's't one who used it

in the context of Ethnic Studies.*

The Task Force also mad tpe pOint that the modules should be,a.Com-

ponent of a general university e ucation, That is, its aith ghould be to

Provide all students with an.opportunirty to learn about and understand the

histories and cultures of American ethnic groups. It was recommended that

courses in the minimum modules be includeOs options kin basic studiesmr

core requirement prograMs.

r0: Nason Hall i a Professor in.Afro4Merican Studies at the University

of WisConsin-Milvialike. and Chaired the original 'Task Force.

4r.

4
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TaJVFOrte Report, if any of you have looked at it in detai

went on to make a uni t'-by -unit review of library res;ources courses,

facUlty,; at.they cOntributed to the minimum module as set fortO by th

committee. An assessment was Made of present adequacieS.Onit by uni

suggest d areas'of'nepdpd development.
I ,

At Eau Claire', for example, the TaSk Force judgedithe_mtniMum m ule
),-..

t

was' established .in Afro-American Studies and Native-American Studies.
.

, . .

Chicano and Puerto /Rican Studies' it was' not established, The Report 1 o

. i .

. , ,
,

recommended .development of a freshman level survey course' in Ameri/. tan uhni c

Studies. This kind Of.assesSMent was madefforeachJour year institut
, 1 , -. 1-

in the.University.of WisconsiI System. The only. units that met the mil u
_..

module concept at 'the time (JUne-1975Y were the University of Wisconsin-
'

.Milwaukee and the Uy tversity of'W-isconsin-Madison.

Thirteen major recommendations were made by the Task 'Force. ''The i

'mum module concept wads only one-:-.-a very important one which has largely

been ignored. One recommendation of the Task Force Report, the only one

'that has been "accepted and carried out, was 'that a University of Wisconsin

Standing Committee or American Ethnic Studies 'be established. The System

Advisbry Committeeon American-EthnicStudiet, appointed tn'the spring of

1976, met forc'the first tire, in.March. This committee.saw. the ,concept of

minimum Modules as one of the recommendations that should belpoked at
. . .

fiYst. In OCtc&r'of 1976, the Committee passed the folloWing resolution

r' ,
4 .

The Sys,tem.Advisory Committee endorses t e .concept of minimum mod=

ules recomMerided by the-System Tasic. e- on American Ethnic Studies.

Furthe, that.theSystem Advisory 'Cgoimittee will define and suggest

Moels:as ecoMmendatiOns to-Central Administration and the campuses.
_

This action was reported to the University ofWiscansin.SystOm in the Com-

mittee'sointerim report...in Pecember 1976. -ThvCommittee went on to prepare.
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a'further lengthy.recommendation conCerning:the minim odule, which

Y I

trailsmitted...to 4e-UniVersity of Wisconsin System's staff as an

tachment,t the Committee's finalvear..end report. This was given in'May

of 1977., e-Committee''s recommendation was developed after ConsiderStion
t ,

and review.f responses made to the earlier Task Force by 'System units.

. I want to cite one 1^ two key passages. from the Advisory Commit,t0's

, longer recommendation regarding the minimum module:,

each unit shbuld provide as part Ofits basic studies or core re-
.

quirement program, a minimum module of courses that deal,with the
historical, social, cultural,. political and economic experiences,
in the United. States of presently identifiable ethnic groups. The
minimum module of courses should be taught on a regular basis. They

should comprise at leastane course in Afro-American Studies, one
co se inNative Ameritan Studies, one course in Chicano and Puerto
R'can Studies and one course on tiTe nature of ethnicity.

Now there as an important proviso added by the committee which I don't

think many people are aware of. It is:

If initially only one, course on each_ of ese groups is offered,
the course should be a comprehenslve "introduction to the study of

the particular group. The course on ethnicity-shbuld examine the
nature of ethnicity,,ethnic inner-relations, the economic, social
and political coerelates,-with the division of the population by
ethnic criteria and the changes necessary to make the Uni-ted States

a truly culturallY\oluralistic society.

Thy Committee e-went on to say the four court re viewed -as an absb-

- lute minimum. Most units should be able to provide.additional courses.
. ,

It was recommended that a series of courses, ranging from !freeman to

graduate leVel, be offered by a variety of disciplines from the social,

3

.sciences,- humanities and fine frts, as well as the professional schools...

Comparative survey courses on:both,lower and upper levelS should also be

offered.

Another important proviso,.which again I,,:think has beenoverlooked,

came this longer. statement.on minimum modules: .

.1 2
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For units that cannot.suportmore than one cpurSe,devoted.to some
or all of the ethnic gribps, survey courses which consider SeverAV

,Aroups, within one course. can beb-sefuTly employed to broaden the

ethnic Studies offerings,
,

We felt, as a committee, that by reducing_ the number of courses recom=

tended frpm twelve to four and legiing.the door; open for less than" four ti.f

_ - .

certain units. could not mount more than-one At theMe), then we had really
,----

. ,

- oovered the field--so to-speak. And yet, at
,
the same time,sugdeseing t

. ,. -

b , v

the ideal minimum module would loOklike and, if"you really Wanted to be

fancy; the.tWelve course model still existed.
q

1

It has been noted earlier that the Sysiet AdvisWy ComMittee went

out of existence during the sutmerof 1977. ' The Committee had been appointed
/

to serve only for a year and a half. The new thrust', the new situation we

have regarding ethnic studies in the system, you are all familiar with:. The .,.

-

only reason I raise this point is to say,. to my knowledge, that the newcom-

mittee or committees--the _Coordinating Committee and theAdvisorV Committee ,

have_noedealt with the minimum module concept as yet:
.-...

, '

To my knowledge, very little has happened at;the.System sitinits;in

responsedffo any'of the recommendation's made,.conceiming minimum modules,

=Now, I am siti-e l ,more units, would qualify-for:thenew and reduced module of

four courses,suOges edby the System Advisory Committee. TheimPortant

question -it to- meregarding this particular concept. and this parti-
.

.

cular recommendatidn is; "What needs to be done?" And I want- 6.propose a

few suggestionS, assUmihg that the'University of Wisconsin,System is serious

_about dding sotething in Americthl Ethnic Studies.

.

,

First of all, there is a need for same system OfifonitorThg,what.is

happening, -or no happening, within the System units. Without the moni-

toring, no one is really going td-know if the units are responding.. One
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of the reasons 1. made the recommendation yesterday for establishing a

second consortium,for.ethnic'studieS-(Whpse concern primarily' would be the

rural aspect of ethnicstudies). was that I 'seejn the units the possi billty

for,seriousmonitoring of what is happening., .

Second, I 'think some mechanism for evaluation of what is, or is not,

Kappeting is needed.

third, I think we need to continue to develop le'adershiP., which I

see as a critical factor if iprogress is"to be Made in ethnic studies, and

to that effect, I.wOld urge on Central:Administration-the establishment

)

of an internsHip in ethnic studies.

Fourth, and perhaps most important, I would utgethe'establishment of

some kind of unit structure at each campus in ethnic studies. This could

,vary and range from majors to minors to academic programs;_ and, if tne idea

of four .arses is. accepted as, a minimum, the heart of an academ4c1Yrogram

would el adre'xist It seemsto me,, thet, that a structure, for a program

at' each unit is critical especially at the Stroller and is ated campases.

4 . ,

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee has its'Ethnic Studies0a4or. It

has viable progrAms'in Native American studies, Afro-American studies, and

Chicano and puerto Rican studies. Ma ison has its Afro-Amerftan. studies

91

L

program; Whitewater has Chicano studies'; Pau Claire has a minor:in Native

American studies; while"at La Crosse, we have the Institute for Minority
t 1

Studies. But each unit, it seems to me; needs to be sure it is meeting the

. .

minimum module criteria, By establishing some k/nd f academic program or

academic structure open to all students, visibility, integrity, and viability

of American ethnic;stedtes is tremendously increased.

I would suggest,, simply by looking at the catalogs of System,unitst,,

A

there'is pot one four year institution which could not assemble an.ac;Oletntc

_pa
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priigram in ethnic studies. At least we would the fo_vinkcourse.minimum
.. .. a (

.recommended bry. the.AdvorY1 Committee a; year,ago. Ahd this would no. 'take;4
. ,. ,...

ik seems to me, any massive infusion of new money. It might take tome- in-

tnaation. and creative approaCites,/
.. , . .,..

Just for'the fun of it, I looked at'one of the '..units. .that some people

ul7d cetisider.oneuof thosejsplated.weStern prgvinte units, If Pill A.Oott.'

is 'here, I apologize for: picking. on:Ri'ver':Fal ls. But I looked, through the
.,.

catalog at River Falls:and discovered eighteen courses that ir,Csome way f`
. :.. 1 ..-.. . , I

:\
( e-.

0 4

I .
Irelpte to ethnic studies

'4,nglish /t0.0;. Clecowhy 112, 326; History 190)/251, 280, 400,.451;
.

foreign Language 391; 392, 393; PhilbSophy a42., Polilicai Science 254;

Sociology 300; 'Educa'tion 352, 353 and 452.

It seems to me -it would be very easy to provide an umbrella structure., Call

it .wPiat you want--Acadetuic InstitUte, `or whatever- -but give. it ,a structure.
. ..

Perhaps one could go to the idea of "cor)eand related" courses, that

, core courses that relate,- since we are supposed to be providing some
. ,

emphasis on the four-major racial minori,ty groups+have those as your four

courses./ Ye

I would:-.Suggest, in closirig, that the minimum module concept is viable
....

,

and is a realistic System approach that needs to be implemented. It also
.

needs to be monitored and evaluated; and, I think, with.some semblancezof

creativity and inno'va'tion on the part of the people, that are involved, it

could:easily be done:



.P,R&CESS IMPLEMENtATION
.

by /
T.

Jerry M. Andai4son, Ph.T.

Vice Chancellor:-

University oA Wisconsin-OshkOsh

./

Nty charge today is, discuss how a "minimuni'module" progravitan be
.

implementedParticutarly the planning pr.ceSS, curriculuM,review, and the

effect on general education requirements._ I guess .that's an appropriate

.
charge for someone who has the title of Vice:Chancellor, who is supposed

to suggest-ways of ".how-to iMplement."

I'll begin by, talking about the planning process in putting such a

program into effect by suggesting that, whenever' possible, you use the

structures and processes which -are already in place, I've. seen too many

/situations where 'people try to eun ,up an "eritireli new structure which

precipitates arguments over the process.

I believe you' start cut with an ins.tiutional-go§l as part of the

institutional plan statemen The institutional, plan may speak to a
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. .

.:) .

. ...

.commitment to.a pluralistic campus population,' ar.a Campus/commIlliti '.
, e

reated eduCationalexperfence or, 'depending upon the environmentand

-attitudinaq structure, ft may speak MOre-speCificallY to understanding,
, .

,.. , . .

. e
,

lappreciations, and j.fsilhts:into American ethniocity, The oal 'statement(s)
--. .

. 4,
for the institution:'is the enabling and legitimatizing Stategent, and -,yoU

`gain the,appropriate endorseMent from that statement to begin planning for
, .

implementation.'

How ,9ou operationalize andctrantlate the campus gpal to reality Pncor-

..

porate "minimum modules" into the capput curriculum).is through your fnIti-
'v-

tutional planning pfocess, whether that e a. "bubble-up" process '(which L

believe to be the best method) wip+-some parameters,at the institutional

level, or:some-other methOd.

.

Ethnic Stwdies should 'be an interdistipljnary Pro0"am and- not be

(
caught rin "turf disputes'.'' It may require setting:up a.dis,Anct unit that
J

may contrctpee01, from various areaSin an interdisciplinary manner. You 0
- . .

,b I.

then may have a.structUre'by which interdiscipli,nary programs can come forth.

, , . . .

. .
. .

'11 talk"about a structure that's worked' well on a couple of campuses and ...
. ,.:

is beginning to take hold on our campus. Howevei-, my r6fereince or fpcal,

) point in this whole discussion is.not going to be from my-own particular'-

campus.
.

. ,

In our planning process, and in the plaping Proceses in which I have

been involved, we ale what is.called a ''self-determinedunTW A self-
. .

deterMined unit consists Of a groUp of people from var9ot4 disciplines Who

wish to come together and identify themselves as a Plannit. ng. unit. .They,May.

cross cOlege lines;'depaAliental lines within a coTlege, and Mayals-o:inclUo

people from support ',.ervice areas. --This onit'writeS a planning document

,
just as theDepartmeniPhysics 'writes a planning documefftor as a college'

1" 8
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writes a planning document. The plan flows Through the review process..

If the plan crosses college lines, using a tradittpnal model, it would not
. .,,.,

need to go through a review and approval at 4enirlevel on a first run--

otherwise it could get barricaded by people ,qhQ have blinders on--relative

to their own traditional discipline--and in most situations it would not
4

° .have:a chanCe.to emerge. In this case yoi; would have an interdi(tiplinary,

self-determined planning unit of people who have some tompetency and'interest.

-1-hat planning document then begins to flow forwar6tArd approval.

We've mounted a number of interdisciplinary Pregr6Ms oh campddias I've

been at through thi.approach. I'mtaping)iery pragmatically, but let's

face it, disciplinary attitudes d&i,c_rot-in the way. The purpose is not to 4

circumvent curriculuwcommittee'Sc deans,.,er anyon$, does provide a

chance for the idea(s) to "receive:sbMeNaluation inA;-Orms of actual imple-

mentation after the document has flowed throligh all '00evels'of planning

and has, the endor'sement of.the institution.
7,

Along with ideas, the planning document would also deal with the time-

table for action. It would deal with the nature of the'Curriculum (not

necessarily in great detail), the rationale for ,the program, the faculty

expertiSe needed, 40 the resources needed., When I tall< about resources
0_

these days, I talk about resource reallOcation 14e have reached the requiem

to the year of "more." When I hear people saying that7.eyerything in terms

of groWth has to come from additive resources:it dosen'tiliake a lot of

sense. (That doesn't mean r won't advocate try #0 to get more resources.)

The proposal would also speak to the potential audience to be reached and

give a timetable, plus library resources, the student services, the delivery

system, etc. That kind of self-deterrefiN unit is going to work best if

you can build insane of the opinion leaderson. the campus, what some people

109
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call the "faculty oligarchy"--if there are faculty oligarchies on campuses.

Some have them,some It's said that regional -type .institutions don't
.

have the s.eme clear-cut faculty oligarchies as the great repearch insti-

tutions, where, if two or three people on that campus hack a program, it's

going to go no matter what happens.

There is room in the general education requirements-on most campuses,

,if not all campuse, for ethnictudies'courSes: If there isn't room, maybe

we ought to make room. Most campuses use the diStributive approach to general

education as indicaed by the "'Cafeteria" ofiofferings that yOti see in the

catalog. Theres certainly room to plug in -ethnic studies. For exaMple,

Ws fairly typical to have Basic Knowledge and Skills as one category with

courses antr,options undei- that,'such as: science and math, non-western

cultures, commtlnications, humanjties, and social sciences. On our campus

we've-added professional college courses as an option, because we don't

necessarily believe, even though we believe the core for the education i5

,intho liberal arts, that we ought to shut out the professional colleges

from soMe of the courses that they can provide. Or you could add a separate

category under those geneal headings that I've just mentioned that are

meant to be illustrative oy what currently exists on campuses in general

education; You could.lnive it special heading called Insights and Appreciation,

'and under that put Ethnic Studies. Now I'm not playing word games

there. American Culture, or precisely, the term Ethnic Sturdy fits there.

These would be equal to the sociiil sciences, the humanities, and non-western

culture. Of Course, there shoilld.be a cross-reference so that it would be

possible to take elective courses in that sequence and gain credit for

them--depend inq upon tlw nofftr(1., of the coursesunder the humanities, 'under

the social sciences dnd ,) forth.
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Then you allocate the resources to use the Faculty Development Program

ort.aneguiValent; and1, as I indicated last night, I don',-t believe the Faculty.
\.4.

Development Program ought te'be hmedially oriented., I believe it ought

to be in terms of. invigorating Curriculum, in renewal and up-dating of

faculty, and so forth. This could easily be justified,here,1/2 as you need ) .

faculty development to *epare the-instructional grOup, which would come

from the various disciplines.. On4our campus we use Compensation for

Additional Service (CAS), which means that they are working beyond their

normal contract period, as a stimulus in terms' of deploping curriculum

design for the courses and the prograM. L

Next, don't require all the courses, it's counter-attitudinal. I think

that's the mistake that:has been made in many!,places. I think maybe one

course can be required so it isn't just sloughed off in the sequence. I'll

give you a frame of reference of my.experience on that.. My field is corn-

munication,and people frequently'advocate that a basic communication course
. .

ought to be required, otherwise people won't take- it. Well,.r,d;suggest,

on the basis of recent : experiences on many campuses, that when they stopped

the requirement, more people went into that course because it didn't obvi-

ously have that negative connotation, "Yeah, we have to take it." So, don't

require them all. You'd probably, require the ethnicity course you were

talking about thqi;ma the others attractive and meaningful..

I think it's po ible to go further d establish an area of emphasis.,

suh-major, minor or major with optidgis owciamp ses that have not approached

that There's likelY to be an SCH (Student! Credit Hours) hang-up when you're

in an interdisciplinary area. SCH is still perceived as the "coin of the

realm" in terms of- how resources are allocated. "If I teach it, what happens

to me. relative to my departmont gettillg the SCH count if you don't have a

111
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distinct group of 'ethnic studies?" I think the answer is fairly sim 11;'the

.

SCH will go back'to the department: t'takesa lot gf boOkk'eepihg, but

that's what we all do anyway. -It will go back, to the department in pro-

portion to the instructor teaching there.

.

The'other thing inherent in,interdisciplinary Programsis the question
.

of the "reward structure." I refer increasingly to. the

, .

in as being in a state Qf "social Darwinism," that is, you don't d4repOke

your head out of your department to get involved in non-traditional teaching

efforts 6&ause of the risk involved. In other-words, if you're not teaching

in the. traditional mold when it comes to tenure reappointment, you may _not

be rewarded; regaydless of the impact made in the field. We have to. deal

with that, but it-has.to be dealt' With thstitutionally, in terms of .TARPS.

criteridand personnel matters.

From my own field; I think a communication course viewing the varying

ethnic communication .approaches.and the differencein communication behavior

would be d very, interesting course. I don't think that we have, at the

moment, the competenCy,gn our campus to teach such a course, but I think

it would be an extremely interesting one. I do know some people,) in the field

who have takenthat approach. Also, build in afield experience.- I think

that's very important.

The College of Studies which'we had at Western Washington State

College has been reduced to a program; this is unfortunate; not because it

changes the nature oC the leant-jog experience, but because it lesens the,

credibility' by the chdoge to a l'pro'gram".status. 46. know that that's

importan on campw, as opposed to college structure. They had.a cluster

and I- thotioht it worked very well. I'mseferring to that simply

fi
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because we had a built-i fieldexperierice at the Seattle Urban Center. It I

was tough to build that Urban Center, but it worked very well, Some excellent

experiences for all kinds of students took place there. Obviously, it could

be done on a reservation here. What ou do here has to be related to what-

ever you call your service center. m talking,about, for example, on our.

qampus, the Multicul6ra Center. There ought to be relationships between

tht'instructional component of that center.with, for example, some team

teaching. You're going to have to be involved in team teaching in much of

this.as you. must call on the available expertise. YQu may Want toplug

ethnic studies into the honors program on campus. There's no reason not

. T

to, It could be a very viable part of that, if programs are well designed.

Also, don't forget tha.t the University of WiSconsin Extension has

isted,iftits planning docuMent, as a major goal, the matter of ethnic.

studies. Ethnic studies, then, is a stated commitment. Whj, not plug into

that for credit and non - credit?

You may hav6 to use some visiting firemen; 'eat is., have some instruc-

tors come in and enrich ,the experience and help design the courses. That's

demeaning to some people, but it's helpful, and I think you do that, par-

ticularly, in the early stages. I would.advocate that you also try to

\credit prior experience ofstuden s as part of this because they may have

a number of experiences that.relate which are very important.

What I'm sayiRg is, I believe in a systematic planning process with

.a structure and d process- for implementation that gives it legitiazation.

I don't s'ee,Jan awful lot of prOblems. If you have such a campus process -K

place and its working 'at all, put it into being. If it dosen't "bubble-

uli.f as I talked about with respect to a self-determined unit or from one

of the existing units .or from a couple of (Alleges or departments getting

11 3
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together, then-it''might well come out of ihe,planning protest as a target

for action with a timetablefor impleTentation as it flows,through the.

various levels.

;There'll be a lot of ratignalizatidhs about hoW weixe hlr00dy doing

this in portions of other existing courses, or theold-duplication guestioN.
,

'I remember hearing that in .Frontier History we Ibviously teach abbut the

Indian'exper ence. yes; I'm sure some dimdnsion of the,Indien exper-

ience is- taught there,byt I don't think that suffices. I think the time

is right. I think we can develop credible and acceptable programs from a

variety of approaches, esbetiallysata time when we're now mounting offer-.

ings, and good ones, for non- traditional stud nts.

!'id Blanchard. [Professor... at the Diversity of WisconsinOshkosh
e--

ta. usj. sitting -in thWaeldiencd:- 'H& Headed up a curriculuM committee

of a task force of about sixty people that,

a- very ekCiting adult degree progr'am. If we an dp things like that.and

f
ped and pot a,proved on campus

break dOwn the!disciplinarY barricadet in doing it,' I dal'etsee Why we can't

do.it in ethnic studies, particularly at this time iii,history. I think we

areway behind in'Wisconsin',

You 'May need a prior, educational effort on the tampus
.

sych as a

campus conference or workShop. We-have talkeabout a- System workshop at

various timest6 stimulate 'interest and provide educational experience for

people who don't.think about these things.

The National Conference on Indian EducatiOn which we put on at Central.

Michigan a-few years ago broughtin experts from across the count y and had

a good turn-out of non-Native American and jndian/people there, n tonly ,.

from our own campus bug other campuses. We had some specific goals in mind:

We didn't like' the gaps in the curriculum in that area,:plus we had the

)
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largett reservation in the State of Michigan, and we weren't doing much,.

to service it.

7
Obviously, you need .a faculty and'an administrative commitment. The

faculty commi ent must come'first. Thimgs don't augur unless we have that:

'By the naturelho he number of people 'at this conference and the Coordinating

ComMittee that's been established, the base of support is there. The Urban

C rridor and the Coordinating Committee can give it the push and provide

he linkages back to the campuses. I'm fairly optimistic about what we

can do. 4.

I'm going to stop here and let this be some-grist for your reactions

alOng with th'at.whiA iy colleagues have presented this morning.
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TEACHOG STRATEGIES ,AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

by s.f.

George E. Garter, Ph.D.

.DT.recto,r,--

InstitutfOrMinority Studies.,
:.1Jniversity'of Wisconsin-La Crosse

I realized during the last session that I get to do double duty this

morning, to:Chair this workshop on Teaching Strategies and PrOgram Development
.

as related toEthnic Studies.

I thought by way of getting the discussion rolling -,-- and I hope it is

a.discussion session--I would simply try to. identify some iSsues,r ated to

".-

Teaching Strategies and 'Program DeVeJopment. Some we have already hit upon

in other sess but.certainly one of the issues, is the question of inter-
.,

disiplinary courses vesus the single discipline Which is better

0

at wh(ch campus, a d which unit? may want to address inter,departmeptal
,

proms as'distinct from interdisciplinary programs.
(

Another issue is the question of. thematic or topical approaches within

ethnic studie, comparative elements between ethnic groupsland which kind of
ti
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cAses we could use, and is.thisskind approuh best? We might want to

reflect on the need for cooperative and'inter-institution'al-programs dr.inter=

institutional cooperative efforts and/or mutual prog.ram.effOrls.:
-

There is,,adebate going on An.some of .the funAihg'agencies-in,Washington
.

as to whaSnristitute5 the best approach. This is usually related to how

one goes about faculty development in the field of ethnic studies: namely,

is it better to try to set up a situation where'a;faculty member is,develo

in rms,of.trying to integrate materials into. already existing 'courses abo4

ethnic groups, ,or is it better to elncourage faculty memts to try to con,

struct separate courses, by racial or ethnic groups? Qr, would itbe better

to try to gain general expertise in a genfral ethnicity approac I'm not

surethey.hae made up their minds.
,

We had alWot project in the hUmanitiest the University of WisConSin7

La.Crosse this past year which was funded by the National Endowment for'.

Humanities'(NEH), In this P;qect,we worked cooperatively with.Nortn 'Carolina

Central and North Caroli a A & T,:jpredoMinantly Black institutions, and_ we'

took the approach of rying to get faculty_Members to integrate materials

into already existin courses. We've had a number of problems with that

pilot,projecU Faculty members said, in efect (particularly at the Black

institutions), "We don't have any problems dealing.with the Mick part of

it, and maybe we could do soMething about'Indians; tut if you beginJo talk

to us about Chicanos and Puertd Ricans and Asian AMeritans. and White ethnic

.groups, we're in trouble. How do we'do them all? 'Pr, which ones do we do?"

At the other end of the line, in Wisconsin we've had faculty members'

basically saying the same thing about trying to incorporate materials on.

Blacks, Indians and other ethnic groups. They'll say, "How .do we, get this
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expertise? How do we cram all.this into fifteen weeks? Wilat criteria,do

we ;use "reselection and that'sort of thing ?"
,u

1
. - . .

We are just at the:-i, _Toint now where we're beginning to preliore th final

. );N__%

re pit fbr that grant, whith Wil17)b to NEN in a ouI-6f month d I

,..* `._,--.

R\think that that's going to be one of the questions.that will have tel{ be .clealt

wisein Icarefully by the peopleWho are preparing the report, that is, ifge

hope to have any chanceto get a program grant 2-which is the next step in

NEH's program.

We Might want to get more specific,and talk about hpwyou stimulate the

. r .

interest of students in ethnic .stUdies.. Victor IGreene] was talking about

the need for recognition of the indiviiJual stUdenVS ethnicbackground L
- [.

think that can be a very useful device in gettin'students-interestee*n
4

ethnic Studies..-Ws :almost the kind of "Roots" mentality. Another:device-
..

I have seen used very effectively is to concentrate on the. main ethnjc Group

or your articul,ar 'geographical area and have thestudents work in that

'field to stimulkte interest. Then begin to::,4ess, with them, as the faculty

member, comparative elementS,

When. George Mahoney was talk:ng this morning about Platteville, I kept

thinking Emouldn't want to rule out the Germans as a way of stimulating

interest in ethnic studies in:that area, if that's the particular population.

group represented. You begin tb..tlk about the relationship.of Germans as

,

an ethnic force to other 'non-.m, iliority groups-qW:tomiflority groupand so

0
forth.'

Most recently, L,'ve seen a couple of other interesti

44t

device:used"o

stimuldte'interest. Onei've'used myself,.-WnnA wa aching.in North

Carolina as an exchange professor in a predominantly Blfatk school, trying

to teach Blac'Histhry--which can present some problems. The device I used
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was to have the students'selett a Riece of music, then put together a slide

yresentation (or a group of slide ).and have a,progrO with the slides set

to music. We...gdt some very inte estin discussions-stimulated: notonly4by

the selectidn of musiC,'!'"b:ut thrOUgh, e kind of pictures they used to get.

the sitdeS,:and'so forth. The most popplar one, by the way, was "lieu Cail

7flake It If You Try."

Another pedagogical strategy I've seelrsed recently--quite effectively--

is:with video-tape: biographical sketches, pictorially put together on a

video' -tape by .students whd were doing a series of, these in,l,class. They

t

:would go b6ck'and take historical figures and develop them on tape.

I.
The pOintI am trying to make is that there are all kinds' of strategies

that one can Use'to try to stimula'te students.

."These, then, are,soMe of the questions and issues conning teaching

.strategies 'and.. program development.
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.

by

Ito

.1amo: Banks,,ph.D.

Professor
College of Education

;University of Washington-.Seattle

I applaud what you've done here at this cOnference. Incidental:FY,.

,...

I'm going to takethiS:iilea home and hope to get some other states,:6r. i

.wit.h the University of Washington, to bring folks together from across the

state who ar..doing things.so that we canaboutAhd 'issues. So I
i ,

,

.appla-ucL what yoW.reAoing. I think the mere fOCt that we are here is a

.,,:.. .

positive.: eveTopment. The dialogue that you are having here is on important

step.

As I read your definition of presen.tly identifiable ethnic,groups,' I

feel the definition needS sharpening. It,Ma,y,have been very deliberate that

you left it that way in order to gain consensus, but it seems to me that it

could. use, sharpehing. Groups can be identifiable racially or culturally:



a

There are a lot of ways groups can be identified in terms of political

1'1

interest groups, and .so forth.

The groups that you stress are Indians, Blacks, and Latinos. Coming

from the west coast and having $6rked va'ry seriously with the Asian Ameri-
'e ,/

AL-A
"crs, I feel that your regionaltsm "haunts" you, because,,Asian-Americans,

as demographers tell us, Will double their population in this. country by

1980. "rhey are noW' the second MOst heavily immigrating group to the nation.

Asian Americans now number 1.5 million and they are projected by informed

deographers to reach 3.0 millfon by 1980.

I"m not suggesting that you go build courses on Asian Americans,

necessarilyi but it seems to me that when you integrate into the basic core

cu

be

riculum" (which I'm going ib talk about in a minute), some attention should

on the Asian Americans, for several reasons. One, they are a very

,im ortant.ethnic group in terms, of their experiences. For example, the

'-Ja4nese Airiericans are often called the ."model minority grbup." It's inter- f

esting to look at the Hawaian Japanese as opposed to the west coast Japanese;

it'Sinteresting to look at the Jewish experience and the Japanese; and the

J~ es,e in Los:Angelestounty,artndW marrying Out Of their own group about

65%\f the time. Two, thereisfenormouS intra-Othnic diversity within ASian
1

Amecans. For example, look at the Filipinos,(who several years ago were

down at /the bottom of the social structure, but who, with the great '

gr'ations from the Philippines recentlythat's primarily an educateu

`_______have seen a median demographic characteristics' change. So I suggest'that

r
^

you look at them in terms of getting. a more global perspective on the ethnic

experience:
4.

.Whlle.the *us May be on the indigenous ethnic groups, we should not
, lo. : .,Ir

. , lose the national 10erspee-- tive, because I don't think teachers.trained in

F ,

i 0 9
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La Crosse will necessarily teach there--they are going to be citizens

of.a world community.

It seems to me that the great stress in Wisconsin should be on institu-

tionalization. And I do think there needs to be some attention to the core

requirements. If our goal is institutionalization (which I call "Stage Four"

in my diagram), we must think about creative ways to impact the 'core courses:

Inc-this diagram, I am now looking at the history of the Inter-Group

I .

Education Mwiement, which touched colleges and universities somewhat less

than it did the K-6, middle, and high schools, although it did touch them.

The movement failed--I guess I said last night that the movement emerged

after the forty-three riots and by the time of Watts, it died as a movement.

We could raise the question, "Why do educational refori movements fail?"

One reason they fail is that they stay out of the mainstream. They are

special courses, special projects, taught bytIspecial people--who go when the.
II

funding ends.

Related to the idea of impacting the core requirements are some of

your ideas about faculty'development. Professor Carter [UW-La Crosse] had

same comments about faculty development, and think you need to seriously
\.

think about someirays to accomplish that. Perhaps you could send a group

of professors (give them,release time) out to the west coast or to Harvard

or some other place. I think we've got to focus on how you get the Litera-

ture 101 teacher or the Humanities 101 professor to integrate his/her

,course with ethnic content. I feel,we have to focus a lot of attention to

6

that, because when we are gone on to wherever we go; what we have done may be

forgotten. They could easily eliminate my ethnic studies course because it

is an elective. And i can see history repeating itself, with riots or other
11

1 . A
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disasters, and more spinning of wheels. So, institutionalization ofthe

reform needS some,more concerted attention.
)

Ln your program here in Wisconsin there also needs to be more attention

given to comparative ethnic studies. You did talk about one course on

"Introduction to Ethnicity," but I didn't hear it expliCated. The compara-

tive approach would give you an.opportunity to deal with the ,generic con-

cepts with examples frOm a variety of cultures. ',For example, if you're

looking at workers who immigrated, say -the Filipinos in the 1920s, you can

contrast them with the Chicanos who Ammigrated, let's say of er World Wier' 1I

(and are still coming across the Mexican border, both as ddcu rated and

'undocumented immigrants). So it seems to me tha't comparative study of

ethnic groupS is very important.

One of the reasons I have hypothesized that educational reform-measures

fail is that in some way they, are too .cliscrete. For exampie, I would,A

hypothesize.that if we can key in on women and have comparative cultures of

ethnic women--or if yOu can key into-some other reform movement--we might
hi

succeed. I have a feeling that we all go out with our little banner and we

wave our little flags when what wes really need,is more generic ref m models,

and what we need to look at is how reform can be institutionalized.

On this chart [use of overhead] I tried to indicate the historidal

development of the multiethnic movement. Around the time of World War I,

yt

there was the extreme Americanization,-the nativism: Then we had the riots

around World War II and, the Inter-Group Education Movement. ,Next, we-had

f

Watts., Then, we had what I call "Stage One -- Monoethnic Studies Programs.'!

They were characterized by several qualities, They tended to be very

pOlitically oriented. They tended to be "how ethnics had been oppressed by
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whites," and so brth. These were growimg pains and I think we, toia great

extdht, move/ away fOom that stage - -at least 'as the dominant modality.

In "Stage Two-4.61tetilic rogramS" we began to see that: there, wir/

..some relationships between progr ms, and we started.to'get,a more scientific

approach. I do think we should dealwith moral dilemmas and.moral issues and

the whole notion oftincreasing the stage of moral development in students.

If we only educate the mind and not the soul, we end up with the Erlichmant

and the Hitlers. So I think that we can h moral development in a very

planned way. I think that shOuld be a part of a general education at your

esteemed schools.

So we moved, historically, to "Stage-Three--,Multi-CUltural Programs"

that are including women and ethnics. I'm projecting that "Stage Four"

should be Institutionalization. We should be raising the question at this

point, "How do we getto Stage Four?" If we are at Stage fhree now,how.

do we'get institutionalization of the program, which is Stage Four?

Thank you again for including me in.your conference. I'am very glad"

7
that I have-been able to participate in. this conference'and with this ,group

of people,

126
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RECOMMENDATIONS FROM CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

for Consideration of

THE COORDINATING AND DVISORY COMMITTEES

i (This is not a p oritized listing)

1.' Follow through on the idea. of a research and resource center

2. Continueto stress the need fon implementation, on all computes,

4 of a four course minimum module

3. Revie* Coordinating Committee functions in lieu ofthe director
position as suggestedy the 1976 System Advisory Committee

_4. Review request of funds via Faculty Development for the implementation

and/or strengthening of compus'ethnic.studiesprograms

5. Consider the option of dividing Systemwide ethnic studies i'esponsi-,

bilities between the Urban Corridor Consortium (UCC) and the West

Central Wistonsin ConsortiO (WCWC), with the UCC responsible for

urban ethnic. studies and WCWC having respontibility for the rural.

aspects
c.

6. Consider optidng and plans for graduate training in ethnicstpdies

.

7. Investigate the. links between ethn c studies and the humantelotions

requirements ,, . '._

8.1 Become more active in the political arena with lobbying efforts in

favor of more funding fr the ethnic. studies area

9. Develop, O monitoring system to gauge and give direction to thp-

.
activity in ethnic studies

.
.

1D. E)*gss to Central Admin'istration Ond the Board of Regents tne need

,for additional funding .

11. Establish an internship prograMPin 'ethnic studies
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